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ABSTRACT

The following analysis provides a brief summary of Stoney (Assiniboine) grammar

and a study of the innovative stress patterns in Alexis Stoney.

Dakota languages

chatactaistically realize stress on the second syliable and do not generate secondary stress.

In Stoney, however, prirnary stress is predominantly realized on the pendtirnate syllable
and secondary stress exhibits an alternating pattern applying from right to left. Lexicaily

marked morphemes obstruct the predictabIe pattern of Stoney stress by suspending the
alternating patteni and averting the realizaton of pendtirnate sttess to the final syiiable.
Ackiitionaily. Stoney has a number of &es

that do not bear stress. niese affixes cause

further variation in the realization of stress and make developing a unified acount of Stoney

stress a complicated ta&. Within a Metrical Phonology frarnework (Idsardi 1992) the
variability of Alexis Stoney stress is predimbly generated by the construction of a metrical

grid-
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INTRODUCTION

Siouan is represented in Aiberta by three Stoney-speaking communities. 'The iargest of
the three communities is the Moriey reserve which is made up of three politically distinct

groups; Chiniki, Bearspaw and Wesiey bands. The three Morley bands are located within
close pxirnity to each other at the base of the Rocky Mountains, 80 km West of Calgary.
Morley has a population of approximately 3,400' inhabitants, a large number of whom speak
Stoney as a first language. In fact they have the enviable position, not shared by many native
communities, to ciaim that many of their children speak Stoney as a first language.
The other two communities, the Alexis Band and Paul Band, are located 350 km north

of the Morley Reseme. The Alexis Band is located on the West end of Lac Ste. Anne, which is
approximately 100 km northwest of Edmonton. Alexis is significantiy s d e r than Morley,
supporting a population of about 1 1 0 people. For those in their late 20's and older Stoney is
their first language but English has replaced Stoney as the dominant language in Alexis, such
that Stoney is only occasionaily used in the home and in the community. Because of the drastic
decline in the use of Stoney those generations under the age of 25 are not leaming Stoney, not
even as a second ianguage.
About 30 km south of Lac Ste. Anne the Paul Band resides on the shores of Lake
Wabarnun

Paul Band is the smallest of the three Stoney communities with only 600

inhabitants. Local oral accounts tel. of the leaders of Alexis and Paul bands being brothers

who at one tune lived together as one Iarge group at Lac Ste. Anne. Government reports
confimi that the two bands lived together until the 1880's when the Paul Band separated from
Alexis and relocated at Wabamun Lake (Andersen 1970).

Although 1 have had no direct

contact witb the Paul comrnunity 1understand from members of the cornrnunity that the state of
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language loss at Paul Band is similar to that of Alexis. That is, those who are approximately
25 years and younger have not acquired Stoney as either a first or a second language.

nie mechanian for passing on a language is no longer effective in the Paul and Alexis

communities. Chiidren do not leam the language in the home and individual attempts to Ieam
the language are often met with ridicde by those who are proficient in the language. If the
current trend of language loss continues, Stoney will be virtually extinct on the Alexis feserve
within 50 years when the youngest speakers have passed on.

Recent concern over the

language situation at the Alexis Reserve triggered efforts to revive Stoney in the community.
In 1990 the Alexis leadership initiated the developrnent of a Stoney language curriculum. The
intent is to teach Stoney to the young people in an aaernpt to reverse the cycle of language loss.

The program is still in the developmental stages and has not yet been irnplernented so its effects
remain to be seen.

Siouan languages are commonly divided into three subgroups based on where each was
thought to originate geographicaily: Missouri River, Ohio Valley (also referred to as
Southeastern) and Mississippi Valley. Dakota, which branches off from Mississippi Valley, is
by far the largest p u p of Siouan languages. There are three distinct language groups within

the Dakota branch which are characteristically distinguished by the phonetic variation of one
phoneme. The Dakota, Lakom, and Nakota subgroups correspond with a sound shift h m [dl
to Ci] to [nd] and finally to [n], respectively. In addition to the [d-1-111 classification rhere is a
whole cornplex of divergent grammatical features between the three language groups.
The Nakota branch consists of the Assiniboine languages which predominantly
popuiate the Canadian prairies, spanning h m southwestern Manitoba to the Rocky
Mountains. In Alberta the Assiniboine people refer to themselves and to their language as
Stoney. The name 'Stoney' presumably refers to the 'people who cook with stones' because
of the way they cooked soup using hot stones (Hungry Wolf and Hungry Wolf 1989).
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AU of the Stoney groups in Albexta are cornmody assumed to share the same history,
language, and lifestyle. However, historical and linguistic evidence brings these assumptions

into question. Andersen (1970) reanalyzes historical reports of the Hudson's Bay Company,
rnissionaries, and explorers fiom which he asserts a historical and culturai distinction between
the southem Stoney bands (the Morley bands) and the northern bands (Alexis and Paul bands).
According to Andersen, two separate groups of Assiniboine migrated westward aftcr a

split h m the Yanktonai Dakota in the 16th centmy. One group traveled northwest dong the
forest edge of the Canadian plains. The members of the northwestem migration are assumed to

be the ancestors of the Alexis and Paul bands. The second group headed in a southwesterly
direction. Early reports identify the Chiniki and Bearspaw bands as having arrived in Alberta
through Montana which corresponds with a southwestedy migration.

Further evidence to maintain a distinction between the north and south Stoney bands is
the diversity of lifestyle. Before the buffdo were annihilami b r n the Plains in the 19th

century, plains hdians lived a nomadic lifestyle; hunting buffalo and traveling on horseback.
While the southem Stoney bands adapted to this lifestyle the northem bands w a e reported to
hunt forest animais, to have few horses, and so use dogs for travel. The northem bands did

not share the nomadic lifestyle nor the means required to support that lifestyle. Conûary to

popular belief there is signifiant diversity in the ongins and Mestyles of the nonh and south
bands.

A close genetic afhity has always been assumed for the three dialects of the Stoney

language. According to a comparative phonological analysis between Alexis Stoney, Morley
Stoney and Assiniboine conducted by Cook and Owens (1991) Alexis Stoney and Morley
Stoney are not as closely relatexi as has been assumed. The relationship berneen Alexis Stoney

and Morley Stoney is not as simple as iden-g

a conservative Wect and an innovative

dialect since both dernonstrate independent innovations and share different conservative
features with Assiniboine.
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The consonant inventory shared by AIexis Stoney and Assiniboine is consistent with
other Dakota languages. Both Alexis Stoney and Assinibine have maintainecl a three-way
contrast for stops including a plain (le&)

series, an ejective series, and an aspirated series.

Morley Stoney has lost the distinctiveness of aspiration and gloaalizaton in stops, which are
considered consenrative by Cook and Owens. As a result the contrast between stops in Morley
Stoney has been simplified to a two-way voicing contrast The fricative inventory shared by
Alexis Stoney and Assiniboine has undergone a fornard shift in Morley Stoney (Shaw 1980).

Anterior fricatives realized as dveolar and inmdental in Morley Stoney are phonetically

as alveupalatal and alveolar, respectively, in both Alexis Stoney and Assiniboine.
Shaw interprets the Morley Stoney fkicatives as innovative.
While Modey Stoney is innovative in the consonant inventory Aiexis Stoney
demonstrates some innovations in the vowel inventory. The vowel inventoxy for Alexis
Stoney is Sgnificantly larger than the conmative inventories of Assiniboine and Morley
Stoney. Alexis Stoney has developed a length contrast for each of the five oral vowels. In
numerous cases the long vowels in Aiexis Stoney correspond to a vowel-@de-vowel sequence
in other Dakota languages. A productive glide deletion d e in Alexis Stoney has lead to the
long vowel k i n g phonemicized.

Neither Stoney dialect can be classifieci as the innovative or conservative dialeet Both
dialects show innovative and conservative features, such that one diaiect has not systematically
developed from the other. The nature of the innovations demonstrated by each dialect suggests
that the two are as closely related to each other as they are to Assiniboine (Cook and Owens).

Andersen's assemon that the north and south Stoney bands are distinct is further supported by
linguistic evidence.
Previous linguistic works on Stoney (Shaw 1985% 1985b. Harbeck 1980, Bellam
1975) are based on data cokkd from the Morley Reserve. More recently research has been

conducted on the Alexis dialect (Cook 19%, 1990, Cook and Owens 1991). The initial works
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on Morley Stoney were based on the assumption that ail of the Stoney dialects share a close

gen& rehtionship. In light of Cook and Owens comparative analysis it becomes clear that

each dialect needs to be analyzed in further depth before generalizations about Stoney gmmrnar
can be made.
The &ta presented in this thesis was coilected h m the Alexis Reserve over a pend of
two and a half years. From September 1994 to December 1995 1 met, on a number of

occasions, with a p u p of five elders over the age of 60 years and a few Stoney teachers aged
30-40 years. From March 1996 to June 1997 1have been working at the Alexis Reserve on the

Stoney language c ~ c u l u mwhere 1 am able to consult with various Stoney speakers on a

regular basis.
A brief overview of Alexis Stoney grammar is discussed in Chapter 1 to add to the
scarce existing Stoney literature and to provide background understanding of the noun and verb
for the following analysis.

The analysis will be developed with the Mefricai Phonology

fmnework developed by Idsaridi (1992) and Idsardi and Haile (1995).

The metrical

frarnework wiLi be outüned in Chapter 2. Stoney has a very systematic stress system with
e s s reaIized on the every other syllable and prirnary stress realized on the pendtirnate syllable

in verbs. However, lexical stress rnay be realized in any position in a word obscuring the
predictable stress patterns. A detailed account of the various interdependent stress patterns in

Alexis Stoney are discussed in Chapter 3. To account for the incongniity in stress in Alexis
Stoney a highly constrained rneûicai representation, based on the principles of Metricai
Phonology, is developed and expiained in Chapter 4.

NOTES

The population numbers for Morley, Alexis, and Paul Bands were acquired h m the
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Membership Department, Edmonton, Alberta.

CHAPTER 1

ASPECTS OF STONEY GRAMMAR

Linguistic research of the Stoney language is iimited. The most quoted works on
Stoney a~ Shaw's papers (1985a, 1985b) on Stoney stress patterns. Bellam's thesis
(1975) provides a sketch of the grammar of Stoney including phonological and
morphological patterns. Harbeck's thesis (1980) explores synmctic agreement patterns in
verbs. All three of these works focus on Morley Stoney.
Chapter 1 is a grammatical sketch of Alexis Stoney t contribute to the scarce works
on Stoney gramrnar. Section 1.1 will outline Alexis Stoney phonology including die
phonemic inventory and basic phonologicaI pattems. Section 1.2 will outline the grammar
discussing each of the grammatical caîegories with a focus on the morphological patterns of

the verb. The phonological, morphological, and syntactic patterns describeci herein are
based primarily on my fieldwork at the Alexis comrnunity from September 1994 to May
1997, as well as h m Cook (1996) and Cook and Owens (1991).

1.1

PHONOLOGY

1.1.1 PHONEMIC
INVENTORY. The consonant inventory for Stoney is provided in

Figure 1and the vowel inventory is provided in Figure II. The characters used to represent
the phonemes in the consonant and vowel inventories make up the practicai orthography
developed by Cook (1990) for Stoney. Note that the notation ussd in the inventories is a

representation of phonemes so that phonetic variation is not represented.

FIGURE 1: Consonants
--

Labial

Stops:

Dental Alveopaiatal

Gloaal

Veiar

Plain
Aspirated

Gloualized

Fricatives:

Voiced

Voiceless
Sonorants: Nasals
Giides

1.1.2

CONSONANTS.
Alexis Stoney has ttiree series of stops (Cook and Owens 1991,

Cook 1992) which are articulated at the labial, dentai, alveopalatal md velar positions. nie
plain series of stops, (b, d, j, g), are voiceless, lenis stops which becorne voiced inter-

vocalically. The second senes of stops is an aspirated (voiceless) series @, t, ci k), and the
third series is a glottabd (voiceless) series @', t', c', k'). Note that the alveopalatals, (c',

c, j) are affricates. Stoney aiso has a voiceless gloaal stop 0).

Plain

(1)

Amirated

Glottalized

a) labiai

&&

'toblow'

~ o r i 'nose'

elp'

'stearn'

b) &lual

&u

'what'

~

'big'

ci

'dead'

c) Jvwpaiatai

iiz&

'boogieman'

gid

'with'

mi&h

'my son'

d) velu

g h h 'to spoil'

'fiend'

~i

'give'

e)

elotmI

-?ai&

'crowi
Notice in the qresentation of stress that primary stress is represented by ', that secondary

stress is represented by

.and that stressless syliables are left unmarked. A long vowel is

'
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orthographicaily represented by two identical vowels. Both of these voweIs are marked for
stress since neither one is more prominent than the other.
ficatives in Stoney contrasr voice at îbree points of articwon: alveolar (s, z),
alveopalatal (sh, zh), and velar (x, r).

Voiced

(2)

a) Alveolar

-zi

b) Alveopalatak w a d i
c) Velar:

C

maLa

Voiceless
'yellow '

siai

'squiml'

'one'

wu&

'fat'

'goose'

&a

'to flow out'

Phonernicdy there are oniy two nasals in Stoney although there is a phonetic velar
variant which is found between a nasal vowel and a velar stop (3c).

(3) a) m a i

'goose'

b) &a&

'klly '

c) shuga

[shÜgga]

'dog '

Glides are subject to a variety of phonological changes predominantly in intervocalic
positions. One phonological process that accentuates the serni-vowel status of glides in

Stoney is nasal spreading. Nasalization in Stoney spmds frorn a nasal segment outwards
ont0 smounding segments. Each consecutive vowel segment rnoving away h m the
onginal nasal segment becomes nasalized Obsnuents block nasal spreading and prevent
the nasalizaton from affecting any subsequent segments.
nasaiization to spread across onto adjacent segments.'

Glides, however, permit

The glide itseif c h e s a nasal

quality when the vowels on either side are nasal.
[~YSI

'woman'

b) /nabj&ag/

[nap&wigk]

'nine'

c) /O-g&a-d/

[okëh&]

'he/she foliowed it'

[@gai

'to want'

(4) a) lWiyd

d)

/Ci@
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In (4a-c) the nasal feature is pemiitted to spread rightwards across the @ide and continue
spreading until it reaches an obstruent or the end of the word.

In (4d) the obstruent

following the nasal voweI prevents the spreading of na.cali7ation ont0 the final vowel.
Notice that a phonetic homorganic nasal is realized preceding the obstruent

1.1.2.1 COARTKULATED
SEGMENTS.Both Alexis Stoney and Morley Stoney have an
interesting coarticulation of a nasal consonant precded by a homorganic plain stop. î l e

nasd is the most prominent of the two segments and the stop adds a somewhat tense
quality to the nasal. The forms in (5) pmvide examples fiom Alexis Stoney and Morley
Stoney (Bellarn 19755).

(5)

Alexis

Morley

a) [gabm6milJ 'drum'

d) (l&"nq 'He came back'

b) [midn6nl

'older ùrother' (fernale speaker) e) [eyigubrn] 'Take it!'

c) [skadn]

'white'

Beilarn suggests that the stop is epenrhetic where a nasal consonant is preceded by an oral
voweL2 The epenthesis of the stop prevents nasalization from spreading leftward onto the
oral voweL Notice in (5b) that the final n a d consonant is not coarticulated with a stop. A
coarticulated stop is superfluous for the final nasal in (5b) since the preceding vowel is
nasalized. The preceding vowel becornes nasalized by the rightward spreading of a nasal
consonant.

1.1.2.2 C~NSONMCLUSTERS.
Sequences of consonants are restricted to two segments
both word initially and word intemally. According to Cook (1996) there are ttiree types of
consonant clusters in Stoney: (i) obsanient clusters (CC), (ii) sonorant clusters (NN), (iü)

dxed (obstruent-sonorant) clusters (CN). These clusters are demonstrated in (6) for both
initiai and medial positions.

(6)

(a) C C

0g&4

'ladle'

hBén

'short'

(b) NN: y&i

(c) CN:

'three'

Bai

'lake '

-hi

'ratde'
'to growl'

According to Cook (1996, 1995)' the obstruents which occur in consonant clusters are

restricted to plain stops and voiceless ficatives. In consonant clusters and in word final

position the three series of stops are neuûaked and ficatives are resmcted to the voiceless

series.
Cook (1996)argues that only consonants which are laryngedy unmarked are
permitted in consonant clusters and word h a l l y in Stoney. 'Laryngeally unmarked' refers

to segments which lack the specification of the privative [spread glottis] or [consmcted
glonis] (i.e. aspirated or glottalized, respectively) feaaires or which kick the spec5cation of
[voice] where [+voice] is redundant and unrnarked for nasals and [-voice] is redundant and

unmarked for obstruents.
(7) Cook's Laryngeai Constraint (Cook 1996:4):
Only consonants that are laryngeally unmarked may occm in

clusters and in syllable final position.

The segments which are chara-

as laryngeally unmarked in Stoney are /b, d, g,

S.

sh, x, h, m, d.

Word final position does not permit consonant clusters. Only single consonants

occur in final position and these consonants are resîricted to die laryngeally unmarked
segments as specified by Cook's laryngeal constraint
ûne other type of cluster which is unique to Alexis Stoney is a tense stop. The
teIlSe stop

is not as tense as an ejcctive and yet not lax or aspirad It is interpreted as a
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gemhîe (M. Primarily, this stop appears in the potenhi morpheme, -&a, although it

can be found in other words.
(8)

a) (i) wahn{&-d

b)

-

'1am going to go home'

(ii) waitnh

'Iwent home'

(9 wabàdida&-d

'1 wïil push it'

f

(5)

'1pushed it'

The aiveolar geminate of the potential morpheme in Alexis Stoney corresponds with a

voiceless vela - voiceless alveolar consonant cluster in Teton Dakota (Buechel 1983:34)

and Morley Sroney. The following foms, taken from Shaw (1985) and Bellarn (1975)'
provide cognates for the potential morpherne in Morley Stoney.

Ah&

(9)

Morley

a) yawci-&-d

y~&ta-c'

~ s h wiu
e count it'

b) &id-&&-d

akida'a-c'

'he/she will look at it'

Based on the correspondence between the cognates of the potentid morpherne it appears
that [kt] has undergone gemination in Alexis Stoney. Gemination does apply ekwhere in
the Alexis Stoney grammar. It occurs in selected cases of velar-alveolar stop clusters, /gd/,

as can be seen by the variation in articulation in each of the following f o m :
(10) a) idhi

b) ko&

-.i&&i
4

ko&'

'the ûickster'
'great' (as in 'great grandmother')

There is interspeaker variation in (10) between /gd/ and its geminate /dd/. Since gemination
is a synchronie d e in the Alexis Stoney

gianrmar

it provides tentative evidence that the

/-km / /-dda / correspondence in (9) could possibly be the result of a shift fkom
/-gdd4

1-drW in Stoney.
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1.1.3

VOWELS.The Stoney vowel system bears a strong resemblance to other Dakota

languages. The oral - nasal conrrast found in Alexis Stoney is evident in languages such as
Teton ( R d and Taylor 1996, Carter 1974, Bueçhel 1939, Boaz and Deloria 1932) and
Assiniboine (Hoiiow 1970). The length contras5 however, is an innovation in Alexis

Stoney which has developed diachronically h m an underlying vowel-glide-vowel
sequence.

FIGURE II: Vowels
Nasal

1.1.3.1 LONGVOWELS.Oral vowels have a distinct contrast in length which is not reported

for other Dakota languages. There are two types of long vowels in Alexis Stoney: derived
and underlying. Derived long vowels develop when the concatenation of morphemes
f o m a vowel-glide-vowel sequence. A phonologicd rule deletes the intervocalic glide and

the resulting vowel-vowel sequence is articulated as a long vowel.
(11) a)

b)

d

/a-0-pa-d/

'Hehhechased'

/PR-3subjchasedecV

*

'You chased'

kya-pad/

/pre-2subj-chase-decV

The subject m a r k in (11) is located between the root and a prefm.

In (1lb) the

concatenaîion of the second person subject marker results in a vowel-glide-vowel

1
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sequence. The intervocalic glide is deleted and the rernaining rwo vowels are articulated as

a long vowel. The glide deletion d e is discussed further in section 1-1.4.2.
Phonemic long vowels are distinctive in length.

Short

Long

(12)

..

I

&#a

a) wanwa

'faicon'

f)

b) cEar

'tongue'

g) gicim

c) twa&

'I want to find'

hl &

capy'

tZ&
d w~G

'door'

i) c d

'sprue me'

'chokecherries'

j> c k

'to stab'

d)

'four'
'to fight'

Phonemic long vowels are an innovation in Alexis Stoney which have devebped as a result
of a productive phonological process. Compare the long vowels in the foliowing Stoney
words with cognates from Morley Stoney and Teton.

(13)

Alexis Stoney

Morley Stoney
isnk

(Beiiam 1975)

G3XZ

(Harbeck 1980)'

ig&bi

(Harbeck 1980)

ishnkh

.

,

'thank you'

'm cry'

rg&i

'we (pl)'

&hihr

'door'

Teton

th&

(Rood and Taylor 1996)

The long vowel in Alexis Stoney corresponds

to

a vowel-glide-vowel sequence in the

Dakota cognates. This is the sarne conditionhg environment required KI trigger the @de
deletion d e which produces derived long vowels. The presence of a giide deletion nile in
the Stoney grammar provides a phonologid link between the vowel-giide-vowel

sequences in the Dakota dialects and the phonemic long vowels in Alexis Stoney.

The phonemic long vowel in Alexis Stoney has developed as a result of a
diachronic &de deletion d e . The ciifferences between the output of the diachronic and
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synchronic glide deletion d e s are: 1) that Alexis Stoney speakers do not recognize an
underlying vowel-&de-vowel sequence for diachronically derived long voweis and 2) that
diachronically derived long vowels have been phonemicized

1.1.3.2

NASALVOWEU. Of the five oral vowels in Stoney the two high vowels and the

Iow vowel contrast with a nasal counterpm There are cases of mid nasal vowels but they

are extrernely rare.
There is no length contrast in nasal vowels although there are cases of long nasal
vowels in Stoney.
(14) [nxSd:]

'rabbit'

Long nasal vowels cm be explained dong with derived long vowels. Underlyingly, the
long vowel in mashckf is a vowel-@ide-vowel sequence. The intervocalic glide triggers
glide deletion.

(15)/mashdiya/

-

/rnash&/

coalescence

glide deletion d e

The remaining adjacent vowels are not identical; one is a high vowel and one is a tow
vowel. The two vowels coalesce to a mid vowel and the resulting coalesced vowel is

articulateci as a long nasal vowel. Vowel length in nasal vowels is not represented in the
orthography because it is not contrastive.

Nasal vowels are phonetically amculated as a nasal vowel foflowed by a transitional

nasal consonant, if the nasal vowel is foLlowed by a stop.

(16) a) cfgad

[@gat]

'he/she wants it'

b)

obi

[a"ba17

'day'

c)

s3td

p~t%]

'horse'

The prominence of the homorganic nasal varies among speakers; for some it is clearly
dculared and for others it is quite weak
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1.1.4 MORPHOPHONEMIC
CHANGES.The pronunciation of words in slow isolated
speech differs signifmntly h m that in fast integrated speech. In Stoney the verb is

heavily mark& with both grammatical and lexical affixes. Because the verb is subject to
such a large arnount of morpholo@cd concatenation it is aiso subject to nurnerous
phonological changes. There is morphological concatenation and compounding in otha
grammatical categories which will produce triggering environments for the following

phonological changes as well. Because the rnajority of phonologicai change occurs in
verbs the focus in the following section will be on verbs.

Glides which occur intervocalically as a result of concatenaaon are
1.1.4.1 COALESCENCE
pronounced weakly if at ail. When [w] occurs intervocalically following [a] it produces a
coaiesced vowel phoneticdy amcuiated as [3].Coalescence is most commonly seen when
the fmt person nominative morpheme, wa-, is concatenated between the mot and a prefix.
If the preflx ends in [a] (as most of them do) the intervocalic glide coalesces with a

preceding vowel to produce [DI. Orthographicaily [D]is represented as a diphthong, au,
but it is not a diphthong in the traditional sense of a vowel foliowed by an off-glide [aw].
(17) a) w&$cid

/wa-wa-$ci-d/

'1 danced'

[cf. wagicid 'he danced']

pre-1subj-dance-&l
b) àùkr'dad

/--kida-d/

'1 looked at it ' [cf. ahidad 'he looked at it']

pre- lsubj-lookdecl
The vowel which foilows the glide underlyingly is phonetically articulateci as a very weak
schwa and occasionally, it is wmpletely deleted. The schwa is not represented in the
writing systen

1.1A.2 -ON.

Intervocalic position is a conditioning environment for ghde weakening.

Where labiovelar glides coalesce with a preceding vowel, palatal glides undergo deletion.

The concaienation of the second person nominative morpheme Iya-/ to a discontinuous stem

results in a /aya/ sequence. The intervocalic glide is deleted resulting in a long vowel, [aa].
(18) a) G g i c i d

/wa-yagicia/

'YOUdanced'

pre-2subjdancedecl
b) &&d

/â=yê-kidad

'You looked at it'

pre-2subj-look-decl
If the resulting adjacent vowels are not identical then they assimilate and are articulated as a
long vowel. There are a p u p of Alexis Stoney stems endhg in a phonetic long vowel
wtiich are articuiaîed as a vowel-glide-vowel in slow speech.
Slow m e a h
(19) a) mashbey

mmhbiya

'to have an itch'

b) gashgéé

gashgiya

'to scrape'

c) pashgéé

pashgiya

'to scmb'

The vowels on either side of the glide are not identical so when the @ide is deleted they
coalesce to a mid vowel.
IntervocaIic glides are only subject to glide weakening in denved structures. Glides

which occur intervocalically in underlying structures are rnaintained.

(20) a)
b) akya

'to count'

'to sing'

The dual person prefix, /'tgi-1, is prone to a high degree of phonoiogical variation.
Most commonly the final vowel and the velu stop are deleted. The mggering environment

for the deletion of the h a 1 vowel is not clear since its presence is more rare than its
absence. However, the presence of the final vowel is more cornmon when the dual prefix

appears word internally, between the mot and a prefix.
(21) agihry&d

/a-$$-hiya-bi-d/

'We sang'

The velar undergoes deletion when the dual prefix precedes a consonant.
(22) a)

hhii

/igi-hni-bi-dl

'We (plural) got home'

dual-get home-pldecl
b) wigi'cid

/wa-igi-gicial

'We danced'

predual-dancedecl
A sequence of two adjacent vowels resulting fiom concatenation is rare considering that

alrnost ail Stoney affixes are of the form CV-. However, with vowel initial prefixes, such

as the dual person prefix, sequences of adjacent vowefs do resdt. in such a case the first
vowel in the sequence is deleted The vowel of the prefix in (22b) is deleted because it

directly precedes another vowel. Some additional examples of vowel deletion are provided
below.

(23) a) micïc'id
b) nic'ihnÙzhuzhabig

/m&cli-k'u-d/

'1 gave it to myself

lniic'i-hnuzhazha-bw

'Don' t wash yourselves'

In (23a) the concatenation of the first person marker, ma-, to the reflexive morpheme, ic'i-,
creates a sequence of two adjacent vowels. The h

t vowel

in the sequence is deleted in

(23b), concatenation creates two sequences of adjacent vowels where each sequence deïetes
a vowel. In none of these cases does a long vowel result h m sequences of adjacent
vowels; one of the two voweIs is always deleted

L
Stem final [a] on verbs regularly alternates wiîh [el. The
1.1.4.3 V ~ W ALTERNATON.

negative suffix, -shi (negative) is the prirnary trigger for vowel altemation. There are other
nonproductive cases of vowel altemation as weiî.
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(24) a) yuh&hid

Iyuhe-shi-d/ 'Hedoesn't haveit' [c.f.y&gt'Hehasit']

b) gsabbhid /gsabe-shi-d/ 'Heisn't wise'
C)

Ùkùi&hid

/a-kide-&id/ 'He didn't look'

[cf.g s d w 'He is Wise']
[c.f. nkf&

'He looked']

Vowel alternation is very cornmon among the Dakota languages (Boaz and Deloria

1932, Caaa 1974, Chambers 1978, Shaw 1980, Rood and Taylor 1996). Chambers
(1978) and Carter (1974) iden*

a group of bisyIlabic roots whose final vowel regularly

undergoes vowel altemation. This p u p corresponds with the a-stems identified by Boaz

and Del& (1932). The a-stems are a group of rnonosyllabic roots which end in a
consonant AU consonant final monosyllabic roots are affixed with an epenthetic vowel

and it is this vowel which undergoes vowel alternation. The stem f o d v e vowel in the
following verbal and nominal examples is realized as [el:
(25) (a) g s h

/gsab-A/

'to be smart'

(b) hdx?

/hnebA/

'to vomit'

(c) mgde

lanigd-Al

'offspring'

The stem formative vowel is identified as -A to distinguish it h m lexical -a.

Chambers provides compounding, incorporation, and reduplicative evidence to
prove that the stem forrnative vowel is epenthetic and not part of the m o t Correspondhg
compounding and reduplicative evidenœ cm be found in Alexis Stoney. For example,

when a consonant-final root is reduplicated or f o m part of a compound the stem formative
vowel is absent. nie Alexis foms in (26) provide examples of compounding and
reduplication of stem fornative roots where the stem formative vowel is absent
(26) (a) CW

/cab + t
if

[cf. c a b 'baver ']

'beaver lodge'

'beaver' + 'dwelling'

(b) boxboran

/bor+bor+A+n/

'something that blows'

'blow'

[cf.bOra

'toblow']

+ redup + stem h m + dirn
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When the mot cab 'beava' is compounded with ti 'dwelling' the stem fomiative -A does
not appear following the root final consonant In (26b), the stem formative ody appears

after the reduplicated mot and not afta the initiai root Presumably the stem formative
vowel does not dup1icate but is applied after rcduplication.

The mots in (24) are stem formative mots and are subject to vowel alternation. The
underlying fom for the stems in (24) are demonstrated in (27).
(27) a)

/@-A/

b)

/@ab-A/

c)

/a-MA/

Abiaut of the stem formative vowel rarely occurs in nouns but it cornmoniy occurs in
verbs when followed by certain suffixes or at the end of a sentenœ (Carter 1974).

Acwrding to Carter ablaut is lexically rnarked on the root since it is not otherwise
predictable.

Certain affixes are subject to vowel altemation. 'Ihe morpheme -tus&

'to want'

undergoes vowel altemation of the finai [el before -$hi (negative) and -ni (interrogative).
(28) a) yÙg&kd&ù
b) wagdènasdhhid
C)

w~g&n&&d

/y a-gde-nasdg-ni/

'Doyou want to kïU it?'

/wa-gde-nasàg-shi-d/

'1don't want to kill it'

fwa-gde-nad&/

'1 want to kill it'

1.1.4.4 V n a ~
P A L A T ~ T I O In
N .the Dakota languages (Rood and Taylor 1996, Shaw

1980, Chambers 1978, Carter 1974) and in Morley Stoney (Bellam 1975) velar stops /k',

k, g/ are palatalized intervocalically foilowing mid and high front vowels. The following
examples demonstrate v e k palataiii;ition in Morley Stoney (Bellam 1975:9).
(29) a) [agi&&]

/a-gi-kidaa

'Helooks at his own'

pre-poss-lookdecl

b) [eyyk]

/e-giya</

'He says to him'

pre-saydecl
C)

[iEiE6wG] /&-kuwaa 'He is invoIved with hirnself
M-involvedecV

Velar paiatabtion is not a productive process in Alexis Stoney. V e h stops of a i l thtee

series are maintained intervocalically foilowing mid or high front vowels in Alexis Stoney,

as seen in (30).
(30) a) Ejective Series
i) ci-kl;-d

'You gave it to me'

ii) ni-K&-ni

'Are you hot?'

b) Plain Series

i) yuhèè-shbga 'Helshe never has it'

ii) wà-gickad 'Helshe is dancing @rogressive)'
c) Aspirated Series
i) ici-kidad

'1 look at YOU'

ii) dukeka

'why'

There are a few cases of v e k palatalization in some older speakers.

(31) Velar Palatalization

a) &idad

'he looks at it'

b) m a - ~ i 'Give it to me'

&+&zd

'he looks at his own'

mfc'i-&d

'1 gave it to myseif

The same speakers who produce the forms in (31) do not productively palatalize in ali
palatalipng environrnents. The palatalization nile which applies productively in Morley
Stoney and Teton has a very restricted application in Alexis Stoney.

1.2

SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

1.2.1 S Y N T A STRUCTURE.
~C
Word order in Stoney is subject-object-verb. The verb
is the only obligatory element in the syntactic structure. such that the minimal syntactic

structure is simply a verb. AU other syntactic categories. including nouns. are optional

regardless of the n u m h of arguments required by the verb. Further details of nouns and
other syntactic categories will be discussed in the remahder of section 1.2 by looking at

each category individually.

13.2 C Q N J U N ~ O N
Conjunctions
S.
function to connect two sentences.

(32) a) f Ùgdahe'nct shd&nf mi&id.

'He ran and 1walked'

him fie-ran and me 1-walked

b) ~Ùginihaz h o h i àmubsééd.

'1jumped because 1was scared'

1-scared because 1-jurnped
C) ~odadad&shim0carnok&khid.'1 was cold but I didn't have a blanket'

I-cold-past but blanket a 1-have-neg-past
The conjunction is an optional element in conjoined sentences. If a conjoined sentence is

used in the middle of a discourse the conjunction is optional since the meaning cm be
derived from the context of the discourse. AU of the sentences in (32) can also be stated
without a conjunction.

(33) a) / Ùgdahe'ncl mCma'Ükd.

b) w Ù g i n h Ùmubsééd.
C)

~Ù&s&?ad shiM CU moheëshid.

'Heran (and) I walked'
'1jumped (because) 1was scared'

'1 was cold (but) 1didn't have a blanket'

1.2.3 NOUNS. Nominal arguments which are reqliired by the verb are obligatorily
realued as pronominal prefixes on the verb. Sepatate referential nouns may additionally be
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realized to provide emphasis or additional semantic infomiab.on but they are not
syntactically required.

12.3.1 PLURALIIY. An independent noun is inflected for number. Plurality is expressed
through a number of different means depending on three different classes of noun: human

(animate), animate, and inanimate. Human nouns are marked by a plural suffix.
(34) a) wici
b) &cashda

'man'

wic&

'men'

'person'

w~casMi&

'people'

The plural rnorpherne undergoes a phonological change in a nasalizing environment The
bilabial stop of the plural morpheme becomes nasalized when it is preceded by a nasaI.

(35)

&a

'wom'

/Gya-di/

w$&i

'women'

Nasal spreading triggers the nasakation of the stop in the plural morpherne. NasaLization
spreads from the nasal vowel nghtwards across the glide, affécting the final mot vowel and
both segments of the plural morpheme. Nasalization is usuaüy blocked by an o b m e n t but
the bilabial stop in the plural morpheme not only fails to block the spreading but becomes

nasalized itseif. The phonetic representation of wTy&zi is provided below to dernonstrate
the nasal spreading.

(36) [dyanii]
The initial vowel is l e x i d y marked with a nasal feature and ali subsequent nasal segments

are the result of nasal spreading. The nasalization of the stop in the plural marker allows
nasal spreading to affect the plural marker vowel as well.
Inanimate noms express plurality through reduplication.
(37) Reduplication
,

a) mné

'lake'

mnew

'lakes'

b) warbé

'le&

w&be&

'several leaves'
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The h a 1 syllable of the noun is reduplicated and affixed to the right margin of the word.

Non-human animate nouns have no process of plural formation; they express
plurality through the use of quanafiers.
(38) a) xori
, ,

'me'

b) c i

'fish (sg)'

xora n m

'two fish'

say&

'btrees'

XO&&&

'lot.of fishY

c i w'da

'lots of m s '

The change in quantity can only be expresseci by the quantifier. The afihtion of the plurai
morpheme on this class of nouns is ungrammatical

(39)

'fish (pl)*

*xorabi

'trees'

* d i

Nouns c m be modifie. to indicate that an object is s d e r than
1.2.3.2 DIMINUTIVE.
normal. By adding the final suffîx -n the noun takes on a diminutive meaning.

(40) a) wici
b) wabda'

,

'man'

wicm

'boy'

'river'

w a . h

'stream' [lk' M e river']

The diminutive suffix is very productive and can be affixexi to virtuatly any noun
semanticaüy capable of carrying a diminutive rneaning.

1.2.3.3

NOMINAUZER.
Nouns can be derived from verbs by the affixation of a

nomuializing suffix.
(41) (a)

hg&

riduga-bi
'to

',garette'

smoke'-nom
/saga+yuda- bi/

dtumip'

'raw '+'est'-nom
(c) ig&i

bgabda-bi,
pre-'to scoop out* -nom

'ladie'
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The -bi morpheme has two distinct functions in nominal morphology. nie norninaling -bi
morpheme is homophonous with the plural -bi morpheme.

1.2.3.4 DFIERMINERs. Determiners are an optional class of rnorphemes which mark the

end of a noun phrase in Stoney. They are nominal enclitics which are not capable of
bearing stress. Below is a Iist of determiners fond in Stoney.
(42) a) uz -indefinite article

c hm

'a beaver'

b) ga definite article

cr;ba ga

'the baver'

c) ne demonsaative

c&

ne

'this beaver'

d) she demonstrative

c h she

'that beava over there'

Detenniners are subject to vowel almation; specificaily, the /a/ in ga altemates with [el.

1.2.3.5 P R O ~ J O ~Ronouns
S.
are used in addition to the pronominal prefixes on a verb.
The use of pronouns is primarily for emphasis since the arguments are rnarked on the verb.
(43) Personal Pronouns

rn

I3wil
igibi

'we(pl)'

'you'

nibi

'you(pl)'

'hwilher'

ibi

'they'

1

mi

'me'

2

ni

3

I

gi

'we(duu1)'

Stoney has a dual person distinction which refers to two people and must include the

speaker. The duoplural (dual person + plural) distinguishes the speaker and more than one
other person. The dual person only applies to the first person; thae are no second or third

person dual forms.
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1.2.4 VERBS- Verbal morphology in Stoney consists of an extensive set of ordered

sufnxes and prefixes. InfIectional, derivational, and syntactic calegories are marked on the
verb with affixes.

1.2.4.1 PERSON. Arguments required by the verb ae obligatoriiy r

prefixes and optionally as separate nouns or noun phrases.

e . as pronomind

There are two sets of

pronominal prefixes which distinguish between two types of verbs: active and stative. An
active verb describes an activity over which the subject has volition. Depending on the type
of activity the active verb may require one argument (agent) which is the subject of the
sentence or two arguments (agent and patient)- The pronominal prefixes for the subject of

an active verb are provided in (44).
(44) Active Verbs - Subject Prefixes
1. first person singular:

wa-

2. second person singdar

YQ-

3. third person singular:

0-

There is no overt person rnarka for third person. The absence of a pronominai prefix
indicates the thid person.
Active verbs may require one, two, or three arguments. Active verbs that require a
single argument are intransitive verbs.

The foilowing examples demonsirate the

conjugation of an inkamitive verb with the subject prefmes £rom (44):
(45) Active Subject
a) ~ - h * t n r r d

'1vomited'

The subject of any active verb, regardles of the number of arguments it requires, takes the
subject prefîxes shown in (44).
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Active verbs which require a subject and an object are transitive verbs. The object

of a transitive verb is marked by a different set of pronominal prefixes than for subjects.
(46) Active Verbs - Object Prefixes
1. first person singular:

ma-

2. second person singular:

ni-

3. diird person skgular:

@-

The following example shows the conjugation of the object of a transitive verb. The initial
lu-/

is a prefix which CO-occurswith the mot
(47) Actnteûbject

#en

a) & ~ - ~ é ; d

'He/she helped me'

b) Ù-&gééd

'He/she helped you '

c) ua-gééd

'He/she helped himBier'

both the subject and the object appear on the verb the subject occurs closest to the

verb mot.
C C

(48) d z h m ~ a ~ d /wizh a-m-ya-na-d/

'You believed me'

prie- 1obj-2subj--'tobelieve'deci

There is a portmanteau morpherne, ci-, which represents both the fint person

subject and second person object
(49) dzhichad

/ d a - ç i - n a-d/

'1 believed yod

pre-20bi/I subi-'to believe'deci
Stative verbs describe a state or condition. Only one argument is required by a
stative verb. The subject of a stative verb uses the same pronominal prefues as the objecî

of a transitive verb. Observe the pronominal prefixes in the following stative verb:

(50) Stative Subject
i) m-cziiii~

T m cold'

ü) &c-

'Are you cold?'
'He/she's cold'

~i>

A third type of verb, in addition to active and stative verbs, is the impersonal verb.
Rood and Taylor (1997) describe impersonal verbs as verbs which report on namai States,
such as weather.

(51) a) osnid

'It's cold'

b) w&ad

'It's snowing'

Impersonal verbs do not take any arguments but they must be affixed by the dedarative
morphcme, -d.
The subject and object of a verb are marked for nurnber by a plural
1.2.4.2 NUMBER.
suffix, -bi, on the verb. In other Dakota languages the plural marker is classifie. as an

enclitic but in Stoney it is classified as a suffix because it is capable of bearing stress.

There are three n u m h in Stoney: singular, dual, and plural. The dual person includes the
speaker and one other person.

Singular is marked by a person marker and the absence of any number marking
(Le. plural or dual marker). Dual is rnarked with a dual prefix, igi-. Plural is marked with

a person prefix and the plural suffi. The combination of the dual prefix and the plural
rnarker creates a duoplural which includes the speaker and more than one other person.
(52) a) Singular.

yag&h

Iya-gde-d/

'you killed it'

b) Plural:

yag&.id

/y a-gde-bi-d/

'you (pl) killed it'

4 Ih.ak

ig&a

/:fi-gded

'we killed it'

/i@-gde-bid

'we (pl) killed it'

d) Duo~lural: ig&'bid

The bilabiai stop of the plural d e r is

!

nouns. That is, the bilabial stop becomes nasal
(56) a) manrfmid

b) wdrhb&&id

[mi$$t]

[washbiya

In (56a) nasakation is mggered by the nasal
triggered by the nasal vowel Nasality spreads

@de affecting every segment except the word f

There are some exceptional cases whe~

nasal mgger.
(57) a) ~zhr'mid

/nazfü- bi-d/

Both f o m s in (57) have nasal consonants near

are consonants that

nasal

additional nasal segment following the Obstruet

nasal vowel.
(58) anagoptaa

'to listen'

The stem final n a d in the Teton Dakota h g
in Stoney. The underlying nasal would be the

and consequent denasabition in Stoney wot

would not be surprishg to find a sunilar paote

inflected for mood and aspect Each of these ir
a suffix. Mode is a derivational category w
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reported Siow languages these categorks are classified as enciitics but in Stoney each of
these categories is capable of bearing stress so they are classifieci as suffixes.

Various expressions of mood, including declaraîive, imperaeive, and interrogative,
are expressed by the affixation of suffixes. The declarative m o d is represented by the
affixation of d at the end of a statement.

'I laued'

(59) wu-g&#,

wu-gdehi-d

'1 didn't

m-gdè-wdi-srh-P

'1don? want to ka'

AU staternents are affixed by the declarative marker.
Irnperatives make a distinction between a positive comrnand and a negaiive

comrnand A positive corrrmand is expressed by the lack of a declarative marker for a
singular subject and by the affixation of a plural aiIornorph [-ml for a plural subject A
negative cornmand ends with the suffix -ig.
(60) a) àmokfdig

/a-ma-kida-g$

'Don't look at me!'

b) àmokida

/a-ma-kida-a/

'Look at me!' (sg subject)

c) &m&z

/a-ma-kida-rrJ

'Look at me!' (pl subject)

Interrogative statements are formai by the affixation of a question rnarker. The
question rnarker, -ni, is an enclitic which does not bear stress.
(61) a) iyadr;kene

b) coy&

/i-yaduka-ni-/
/CO-

ya-ya-ni

'Do you smoke?'
'Do you know?'

Interrogative morphemes are subjecr to vowel altemation. Ln (a) the interrogative vowel

alternates h m N to [el.

There are a vaxiety of aspectual distinctions in Stoney which specify whether an
action is complete, incomplete, or continuous. Each of these dis~ctionsare marked by a
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suffix. There is a fundamentai aspectuai distinction in Stoney distinguishing between the
perfective and imperfective aspects.
(62) a) wahnzh

/wa-hni-p/

'1 got home (perfective)'

b) w a h n a

/wa-hnia

'1 got home (imperfective)'

The imperfective is an aspectual category having nothing to do with tense but the gloss for
the imperfective may indicate either present or past.

(63) &

'He walks' OR 'He walked'

The d marker is a portmanteau morpheme with two functions. It functions as a
declarative rnarker, which is affixed to d declarative staternents, and it functions as an
imperfective aspect marker.
The perfective Is the only type of statement which is not affixeci by the declarative
morpheme. However, analyzing the historical form of the perfdve morpheme leads to

the realization that the perfective is affixeci with the declarative marker.

In Teton, the

perfective morpheme is a nasalized vowel; -6l2 (Beuchel 1983). The cooccurence of the
declarative morpheme with a perfective morpheme, simiIar to the Teton fom, would trigger

the shift £rom a nasal vowel to a nasal consonant, historically. In Stoney, nasal vowels

have a homorganic nasal variant when followed by an obstruent The concatenatian of the
morpheme with a nasal feature IN] (Le. the perfective rnorpheme) foiiowed by the

dechative morpheme mates the conditionhg environment for the allophonic variation.
The nasal feature is linked to a vowel and then spreads if possible.

(64) /CV-INJ-d/

----

[CW

perfdecl
The nasal vowel followed by a stop produces a homorganic nasal, [n], preceding the stop.

nie presence of the dechative morpheme is required to trigger the realuation of the
homorganic nasal. The historical form of the perfective vowel, if it existed, in Stoney is

unbnown but the nasal feature is the critical elernent in generating the homorganic nasal. l 3

.

The perfective forms in b

coarticulation of the perfective moi
(65)

/akida - bi - n - 1S/
'to look'-pl-perf-decl

In Alexis Stoney the homt
perfective morpheme. ïhe coda
the deletion of the final declarative 1

Transitive verbs which e4

distinction as to whether the actio
verb is s&ed

by -zhig and a seri

There are two suffixes to in
-ga represent a progressive action t

the two morphemes.

There is an extensive set O
will be discussed here. Expressio
one of two modal markers: -ddn if
statement refers to a distributive ac

(68) a) c u n u h d

/c

Statements with the potential mode
A speaker can express fis/

suffix -riasde indicates the speaker

(69) a) i) wahnèbad

/wa-hneba-dl

'1 vomited'

ii)wahnèboncrsded

Iwa-hneba-m-d/

'1 want to vomit'

iii)w&&na.sdhhid

/wa-hneba-nde-shi-ci/ '1 don't want to vomit'
/gde- b i d

'They kiJied it'

ii) gdèbin&ded

/gde-bi-&d/

'They want to kill it'

iii)gdèbfm& hid

fgde-bi-nasde-ski/

'They don't want to kill it'

b) i) g&hd

An action that has been started but not necessariiy completed is suffixed by the
dubitative -win. 14
(70) a) yuhauih

b) h n d n

/yuh-A-wj(

'He did have it (might not now)'

b-Win/

'He was on his way home'

If a speaker is not sure of the factuai correctness of their statement he/she can
indicate that their statement is a conjecture. Subjunctive statements are expressed by adding
the suffix -ce.

(7 1) a) yuk%hid
b) yuhètkhz?ced

/yuh=-stii-d/

'He/she doesn't have it'

/yuhee-shi-d/

'1 don't think he/she has it'

Negation can be expressed on any verb by the su&

-shi.

(72) a) c o w d

'1 know'

/CO-

wa-ya4

b) cow&hid

/CO-wa-ya-&id/

'1 don't know'

c) cowcicÙlas&hid

/CO-wa-ya-nasde-shi-d/

'1 don't want to h o w '

The negative suffix can CO-occurwith any other aspectual, mode, or mood markers
regardless of the complexity or number of suffixes added to the mot.
The various aspects, moods and modes discussed here do not represent an
exhaustive list by any means. There are numerous other markers in Stoney that have not
k e n mentioned.
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1.2.4.4 STEMDERIVATION. nie rneaning of a mot can be changed or modified by the

addition of a prek or an incorporated noun. For example, the stem i b h 'to be thirsty' is

d e r i d h m the mot for 'dry' dong with an incorporated noun, i 'mouth'.

The

concatenation of the two elements translates literaily to mean 'to have a dry mouth.'

(73) a) %&ad

i

'He/she is thirsty' (lit 'haa dry mouth')

'mouth'+ bkmd 'It's dry'

b) nug&

'He/she broke it with the foot'

m- (use of foot) gsud 'He/she broke it'

In (73b) the meaning of the mot gsa 'to break' is modified by the instrumental prefix

M-

meaning 'with the foot '
Certain verbs can take on a denved meaning with the affkation of instrumental

prefixes. These prefixes m

e the meaning of the mot to specify an object used or a

manner in which an act is carried out Below are the set of insrnimental piefixes for
Stoney:
(74) h-

an action performed moving the han& away from the body.

ga-

an action perforrned using a force or a saiking motion.

yu-

an action perforrned moving the han& towards the body.

ya-

an action performed using the mouth or the teeth.

M-

an action performed using the foot

mo-

an action performed using a pointed instrument or a 'poking' manner.

ma-

an action perforrned using a blade or sharp knife.

Some examples of these instrumental prekes are provided below:
(75) a) h - g d

'He broke it (with the body)'

b) =-gs&

'Hechoppeù it (with an axe)'

c) YLL-gs(;I

'Hebroke it (in the hands) '

d) yg-&ad

'He bit it'

e) a - g s d

'He h k e it (with the feet)'

f)

me-&

'He poked it'

g) ~lg-gfihi-~sad

'He cut it for him'

Instrumentai prefies are limited to a certain set of verbs which can semantically

accomm&

the additional meaning conûibuted by the prefixes.

In some cases the meaning of the prefix is m c u l t to isolate. In these cases the

combination of the prdk and the mot contrives a meaning ttiat is not contributecl by either
morpheme in isolation. in the following examples the prefix and the mot are underlined.
(76) a) &d

/m-wa-~d/

'I wdked' [cf. manid 'He walked']

pre- lsubj-waik-decl
b)

ta'&

l@-wa-ga-dl

'1chased' [c-f. tapad 'He chased']

pre- lsubjchase-decl
c) c o w d

la-wa-=-ci/

'1 know' [c.f. coyad 'He knows']

pre- 1subj-know-decl

In none of these examples is there a known isolated meaning for the root without the
prefix. At one time there may have been a separate meaning but the combination of the mot
and the prefix has become lexicalized Prefixes with no isolated meaning but contribute to
the rneaning of the stem are d e d thematic prefixes.ls

1.2.4.5 VERBTEMPLAE.
The Stoney verb consists of a mot and a set of ordered suffixes

and prefixes which are either optionai or obligatory. The p r e ~ e ptedorninantly
s
mark
person; subject and object, as weii as instrumental. The suffixes mark number, negation,
mode, aspect, and mood.

The verb tanplate shown in Figure IIX is provided to

demonstrate the positions of the verbal morphology that have been described.

Not ail

positions of the verb neeù m be fillecl at one tirne when deriving a verb but the affixes must
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occur in a prespecified order. The affixes listed in each column are rnutuaiiy exclusive and
do not CO-occur.

FIGURE m:Alexis Stoney Verb
V

IV

III

pre

dual

obj

II

1

Verb

1

II

m

subj

in-

Root

pl

mode

neg

act. sut.

IV

V

asp / moW
mode asp

a-

ma- wa- ma-

ba-

-ha

-n

CO-

ni-

ya- ni-

ga-

dda

-d

-

0- 0- yu-

mice

-ig

-0

wa-

-I

igi-

ROOT -bi -nascie -shi

ma-

ci-

Ya-

-zhig

ta-

wica-

na-

-han

mo-

-win

ma-

-ce

The &es

listed in figure IIi are not exhaustive. There are a number of additional affixes,

particularly aspectual affixes, that q u i r e m e r attention and analysis but are outside the
scope fo this thesis.

NOTES

Phonetic feahires which are genaated h m a productive rule, such as nasalkation, will
not be repriesented in the notation, for example [G*] will be represented as w*.

The data pronded here is taken h m Bellam (1975). The epenthetic stop is not
observed in Shaw's data (1

1985b) so the stop epenthesis nile may be an optional

de.
Taken h m Beîlam (19759).
Taken fÎom Shaw (1985a:7).

Harbeck (1980) does not record stress in his thesis so his data will be provided
primarily to demonstrate grammatical paaerns not directly related to stress.

The long vowel in ishn&h and ~ ~ Zisb articulateci
i
by older speakers but in younger
speakers this vowel is articulateci as a short vowel. There rnay be some variation in the
representation of long and short vowels due to the clifference in articulation between
young and old speakers.
The nasalization in the word aIn is only noted in the speech of older speakers. In

younger speakers the nasaiization is lost
In Dakota there is a -ya suffix which rnakes a verb take on a causative meaning flaylor
and Rood 1996:464). Although these mots cannot be broken down further by Stoney
speakers (ex. *marhbi, *gmhgi, *pashgi) it is very likely that it is the concatenation of

such a /-ydmorpheme that tziggers glide deletion.
Notice that the voiceless aspirateci stop in ri 'dweiling' becornes a plain stop when
preceded by another consonant, as mentioned in section I. 1.1.2on consonant ciusters.

For further details on the phonological niles which apply in Morley Stoney see Beilam

(1975).

'Ihe nasal f

m in the dual person rnarker. Tgi, is not realked in this f o m nor the

duo-plural fom.
12

The perfective morpheme in Teton has an alteniate pronunciation; -ku.

l3

I wodd iike to thank Eung-Do Cook for pointing out that the nasal consonant of the
perfective m a r k was a W y a phonetic variant of a nasal vowel.

l4

The final [n] in -wUi and -zhan could possibly be the perfective rnarker, -n.

l5

'Stem' is used to refer to the srnailest unit of meaning carried by a lexical item The

stem can be made up of a mot or a mot plus a thematic afnx.

CHAPTER 2

METRICAL THEORY OF PROSODY

Up until the rnid 1970's studies of prosody assumed that stress was a phonetic feature of a
phonological segment Liberman's dissertation on stress (1975) revealed ihat prosody is
the resuit of dative prominence within memcal groupings of syllables.

Consider

Liberman's groupings in the following words.
(1) a) auto / bio / graphic
b) ono / mato 1poeia

c) super / cali 1hgi / listic / expi / a10 1docious
By dividing the string of syllables into binary groupings in (l),an alternathg stress pattern
emerges. The left-most syiiable in each grouping is clearly more prominent than the right.
This creates an dtemating series of stress - nonstress across the whole string of syllables.

Liberman's groupings were significant in determiring that stress is systematic, not
necessarily idiosyncratic, and that it can be generated independently h m the phonemes.

2.1

THE METRICAL T E R

To account for the independent nature of prosody M d c a l Theory, as developed in
Wrlliam Idsardi's dissertation (1992)' computes stress on an autosegmental tier separate
from the string of phonemes. The version of Metrical Theory outlined in this chapter is
based primarily on Idsardi (1992), although aspects of Idsardi and Halle (1995) and Halle
(1997) are incorporated to promote clarity or simplicity in the representation.
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The separate tier generated within M d c a l Theory is called the metncal tier.
Although the metrical tier is independent fkom the phoneme tier the two tiers do intemct,
much like 0th- autosegmental tiers in-

with the phoneme tier. The rnetncai tier can

only accommodate inforniaiion which contributes to the cornputation of stress so

idormation h m the phonerne tia that is reiwant to stress is shared with the metrical tier.

For example, only certain elements h m die phoneme tier are capable of bearing stress;
these phonemes, and only these phonemes, are 'projected' onto the metrical tier where they

are represented by an abstracî mark (le. *)'. Consider the following exampIe which
demonstrates projection of smss bearing elements in Warao (Xdsardi 1992).

* I * * * * * *
l l J l ! l i

Line O

yàpurukitanehase

The string of abstract marks generated by projection make up Line O. The metrical tier is
constmcted of multiple levels which are organized into a metrical grid Line O is the first

level of the metrical grid

2.2 ALTERNATING STRESS

Rosodic groupings, such as those demonstrated in (l), are computed metricdly
h m the string of elements on Line O. These groupings, called constituents, are delimited
by parenthesis.

In Warao, for example, stress falls on even-numbaed syllables counting fiom the

end of the word Altemathg stress patterns are generated by grouping the elements into

binary constituents.

Each constituent in (3) is delimitecl by a left parenthesis. Idsardi's theory (1992) requires a
single parenthesis to deiimit a constituent. A left parenthesis groups aU of the elements to
its rigk The other edge of the constituent is idenafiecl either by the next parenthesis or the

end of the string. In contras&a right parenthesis would group all elements to its left.

The mhanism fhat recmively delirnits binary constiîuents is Iterarive Constituent

Construction (Idsardi and Halle 1995:418). Iterative Constituent Construction (ICC) is a
directional nile which counts from the edge of the string marlang a closing boundary after
eveq second element
(4)

Iterative Constituent Construction:
Insert a left / right boundary for each pair of elements.

If ICC applies h m the left margin of the string then it rnarks a nght boundq closing off

each constituent as it is counted; ICC:R. If ICC applies fkom the nght margin then a lefi
boundary is mark& ICC: L.
(5)

ICC: R

4

ICC: L -+

*

*
* (* *
*)

*)
(*

*
*

The direction of application is inalterably linked to the direction of the boundary. The ICC:

R setting assumes a left to right application and a ICC: L sercing assumes a right to left
application. No other combinations are permined by the ICC.

For Warao ICC is set to mark left boundaries and count h m the right margin of the
word. The ICC setting for Line O is ICC: L.

(6) ICC: L

*(* *

Line O

* * ( * *(* * ( * *
l l J l ! l I l

Line O

jt

1

3e

rit

rit

ICC: L

ICC: L

yàpurukitanehase

ICC: L

Line O

Each application of ICC builds on the m a u r e created by the previous application. For

example, the second application of ICC starts counting h m the parenthesis assigned by
the first application. In (6) four applications of ICC are required to reach the end of the

string. The last application is the culmination of the series of applications of ICÇ
W l t . each constituent on Line O one element is more prominent than the rest.

This elernent is located at either edge of the constituent and is marked on the next higher
line. The Head Location Parameter (Idsardi and Halle 1995:408) projects the right or left
terminal element of each constituent for a aven line.

(7) Head Location Parameter:
Project the left/ right -most element of each constituent onto the next line of
the grid.

In Warao the Head Location Parameter (HLP)projects the left-most element of each
constituent onto Line 1. ?he Line O HLP setting is Head: L. Consider the grid in (8)

which is constmcted from these Line O parameter seaings.

(8) Head: L

*
y *

*
(*

*
*(*

*
*(*

Line 1

*

Line O

l i l . i l I l

yàpurukitanehase

The string of heads pmjecied h m Line O constitute Line 1 of the metrical grid.
Phonetically, these heads are realized as stress in that they are more prominent than their
neighbors.

Of this string on Line 1 one head is most prominent and will be projected onto, yet,
the next higher line. Since unmetrifïed elements cannot project a head, Line 1 rnust invoke
conmct a constituent. The Edge Marking Parameter (EMP)marks
a piuameter which WU

a parenthesis next to the right or left-most element in the string. There are three parametric
setrings for EMP:1) the location of the parenthesis is next to the lefi or right-most element

in the h g ; 2) the parenthesis is piaced to the left or right of the temiinal element; and 3)
the parenthesis that is inserted is either a left parenthesis or a right parenthesis.

(9) Edge Marking Parameter

Place a left / right parenthesis to the left / right of the left / right -most element
in the string.

In Warao, EMP marks a right parenthesis to the right of the right-most elernent. The EMP
setting for Line 1 is Edge: RRR.
(IO) Edge: RRR

ic

*

*

*)

*
i I I J II l

y *

(* *(*

*(*

Line 1
Line O

yàpurukitanehase

Essentially EMP marks a bounday to include a l l of the elements in the string.
Main stress in Warao is on the pendtirnate syilable. Within the metrical grid the
pendtirnate syllable corresponds wiîh the final element in the Line 1 constituent. To project
the final element HLP is set to project right heads on Line 1; Head: R.

(1 1) Head: R

*

*

*

*

Line 2

*)

Line 1
Line O

* (* *(* * ( * *
1 I j l j l i

(*

yàpurukitanehase

Line 2 consists of a single head which is the head of îhe word. The head of the word is
phondcaliy realized as primary stress and the heads on Line 1 are realized as secondary
stress.
Implicit in the nature of ICC is the requirement for two elements per constituent. if

ICC encounters a single element, then that element is left ungrouped. Consider a Warao
word with an odd number of syilables.

* (* * (* *
1 i l 11

(12)

Line O

yaw'iranae

In (12)ICC applies &ce but the first element cannot be delirnited by ICC. The single
ungrouped element is unmetrified. Leaving the initial element unmetrified has implications

at higher IeveIs of the grid Consider the completed grid in (14) using the pafameter setting
for Warao previously discussed and outlined in (13).
(13) LineO
Line 1

ICC: L
Edge: RRR

(14)

*

Head: L

Head: L

*

Line 2

*)

Line 1
Line O

yawiranae

Unmetrified elements cannot project a head The initial elernent on Line O is not delùnited
by a parenthesis and consequently cannot project a head onto Line 1. Phonetically, the

consequeme is that the initial syilable is not realized with stress. In Warao the initiai
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syllable is stressless in words with an odd number of syilables. This is because ICC

cannot me*

the single element in word initial position.

2.3 NONALTERNATING STRESS

EMP marks parentheses in relation to terminal elernents on Line 1. However, edge
marking is also employed on Line O in langages that do not have an altemating stress
pattern. Consider Russian (Halle 1997) which does not invoke ICC to mark boundaries.

Unless g0rodu is stressless, which it is not, at lest one constituent m u s be consmcted so
that a head wiU be projected ont0 the next h e . In Russian. EMP inserts a nght parenthesis

to the nght of the right-most element on Line O.
(16) Edge: RRR

i

i'

Because stress does not altemate, constituents consisting of more or less than two elements
will be consmcted; such constituents are acceptable within the M e m c d h e w o r k .
In Russian, HLP on Line O projects the lefi-most element as the head.

(17) Head: L

I

The complete metrical grid is provideil in (18). Line 1 pararnem settings in Russian are
Edge: LLL and Head: L.

The metrical parameter settings developed for these Russian examples are provided in (19).
(19)

Line O

Edge: RRR Head: L

Line 1 Edge: L U Head: L
Languages that do not mark aiternating boundaries rquire the application of EMP

on Lhe O to ensure that a constituent is constructed and that a head can be projected onto
the higher levels.

2.4

LEXICAL STRESS

Russian has certain morphemes that are IexicaUy marked for stress,

The

instrumnd plural su& is a lexically marked morpherne with stress on the first syiiable:
-&ni. Stmcnrrally, l e x i d y rnarked morphemes generate stress by projecting a syllable
boundary onto the rnetricai tier.

The projection of syllable boundaries is governed by the Syllable Boundary Projection
Parameter (Idsardi and Haile:407).
(21) Syllabie Boundary Projection Parameter

Project the left / right boundaq of certain syllables onto line O.

Each language chat invokes the Syiiable Boundary Projection Parameter (SBP)specifies the

requirernents of 'certain syhbles.'

In the case of Russian, 'certain syllables' refers to
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lexically marked morphemes. There are other mggers for SBP and these wili be discussed
shortiy.

In Russian SBP projects the left syiiable b o u n w of lexically marked morphemes.

The parametric setting for SBP on Line O is Ruject L. Consider the grid constnicted for
Russian with the addition of SBP to the parameters in (19).

*

(22)

(*

PNnary smss is reaiized on the k

t

syllable of the insrrumental plural suffix because of

the projection of the left syilable boundary h m the phoneme tier. The parenthesis inserted
by EMP at the right margin of Line O is redundant because the left parenthesis, generated
by SBP, delirnits the last two elements. However, in words without Iexically rnarked
morphemes EMP is required to generak a constituent In words where only EMP delirnits
the constituent (i.e. nonlerically marked rnorphemes) primary stress is realized on the initial

syllable.

In Russian SBP is triggered by lexically marked morphemes but in Koya SBP is
mggered by heavy syliables. In Koya stress falls on every long or closed syllable, as well

as the initial syiiable, and primary stress is on the initial syllable. To generate stress on
heavy syiiables SBP projects a left boundary. In the following example C stands for

consonant, V for vowels, and W for the elernent that contributes weight

* *
1

1

* ( *

1

1

* *
I

I

(*

*

I

I

The classification of 'heavy' syllables varies across languages in t e m of what constitutes
a heavy syllable. Syliable weight is generally determined by the number of elernents in the

rime.
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HLP projects left heads. ïhe projected boundaries group alI but the first

three

elements of the Stning. Since the initial syllable hem stress EMP places a left boundary ho
the left of the left-most element. The parameter settings for Koya are listed in (24).

(24) Line O

Project: L Edge: L U Head: L

Luie 1

Edge: L U Head: L

The pamneter settings in (24) daive the structure in (25).
(25)

*

*

(*
ik

*

(*

I I

I

I

(*

*
* *
I

I

(*

*

I

I

CvCvCvCvWCvCvCvWCv
The triggers for SBP are detemineci ianguage specificaily. Lexical items and
syilable siructure are both capable of projecting syllable boundaries ont0 the metrical tier

depending on the specific requirements of the language.

2.5

AVOIDANCE CONSTRAINTS

Certain metrical configurations are pmhibited in some languages.

These

configurations are restricM h m occuning in the metrical grid by conssaints which
prevent them h m being constructed Avoidance constraints specify which sequences are
not pennitted and then any construction which may produce this sequence will be prevented

b m applying.

Consider for example, Garawa (iàsardi and Halle 1995422) as one

of many languages that do not permit stress to occur in adjacent positions, i.e. stress clash.

In Garawa stress falls on even-numbered syllables counting from the end of the word.
Primary stress falls on the first syllable but the second syllable is never stressed.

),,

Am&&&

'at your own many'

Idsardi and Halle (1995422) suggest the following parameter settings for Garawa.
(27) LineO

Edge: LLL

Line 1

Edge: LU,

ICC: L

Head: L
Head: L

Consider the grid in (28) that is constructeci h m these parameter settings.

(28)

*
(*

jc

*

(* *

* * *

The Eh@ setting ensures that the initiai element is always rneaified in a position to project a
L

head. When the ICC nile applies in nah'@miIkun$inamuo, a problem arises because of the

ICC boundary to the nght of the initial elernent The heads of the initial constituent and the

second constituent are on adjacent syllables which creates a stress clash. Stress clash is not
tolerated in Garawa.

To prevent such

a clash

fkom king constructed Garawa invokes an avoidance

conswint on Line O. The consmint will prevent the construction of two boundaries
separated by a single element; Avoid (*(. Consider the following grid which is constructed

fmm the same pafameters as in (28) but with the addition of the avoidance consaaint avoid
(*( applied on Line O.

(29)

I

(*

*

* *
Avoid (*(

Avoid (*( prevents the final application of ICC h m placing a boundary to the right of the
initial element because of the EMP boundary in word initial position. As a resulc the initial
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constituent consists of three elements and th-

are two unstressed elements between first

and second heads on Line 1. 'The application of avoid (*( prevents the occmence of a
stress clash.

Avoidance conmaints are not required by all languages. For example, many
languages permit adjacent syllables to be stressed. Therefore. regular application of ICC.

EMP,SBP, and HLP in these languages are not subject to such sequential restrictions.

Some hguages d

e morphological distinctions in assigning stress.

These

distinctions cannot be struchnally represented in the metrical grid using the meaical
parameters developed dius far. Consider Cahuilla as an exarnple of one of these languages.

In Cahuilla primary stress falls on the first sykble of the root. Secondary stress falls on
altemating monis both preceding and following primary word stress (Idsardi 1992:38).

Note that glides are considered moras in Cahiiilla_
(30) a) p~ndeqàIevèh

b) cemèyndindet

To consistently generate primary stress on the first syllable of the root CahuiUa must
distinguish the root h m its prefixes in constructing the metncal grid This means rhat the
metrical parameters m u t apply in two applications: one for the root and a second for the

prefixes.
Idsardi (1992) follows Halle and Vergnaud (1987) Li posailating that phonological
rules apply in two distinct blocks. Tbe first block is the cyclic block. Only those
morphemes labeled with the feature [+cyclic] are subject ui the niles of the cyclic block.

Once the cyclic d e s have applied then the output fkom the cyclic block is subject to rules of
the second block: the noncycïic block.
For Cahuilla this allows for one set of metrical parameters to apply to the root in the
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cyclic block. Once the memcai grid for the mot has been constructed then the noncyclic

prenXes are concatenated. A second set of metricai parameters applies m the new string in
the noncyciic block. The metricd structure from the cyclic block is maintained and canied
over into the noncyclic block.

In Cahuilla the Line O parameter setcings for the cyclic bIock generate the altemahg
sires pattern to the right of the initial syllable of the root The Line O and Line 1 parameter
seîthgs for the cyclic block are Listecl in (31) and the derivation is provided in (32).

(3 1) Cyclic

Line O Edge: LLL ICC: R

Head: L

Line 1 Edge: LLL

Head: L

*

(32)

(*

*

The cyclic block generates primary stress on the initial syhble of the root and altemating
smss on the syllables to the right.
The prefixes are added to this structure in the noncyclic block. A second set of

parameter setthgs apply in the noncyciic block to construct additional d c a l structure on
Line O. The parameter settings and derivations for the noncyclic block are lisml in (33) and
the denvation of the noncyclic block is provided in (34).

Line O

(33) Noncyclic

ICC: L Head: L

*

(34)

*
l

!i

cemey

(*

i,l

*
i

+ nu?inqalet

In the noncyclic block ICC genems additional alternating stress

to the left of

the initiai

syhble in the root. The additionai structure created in the noncyclic block builds around
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the existing s a u m h m the cyclic block. Notice that no Line 1 parameter settings are
required for the noncyclic block because word level stress is generatd in the cyclic block.

The noncyclic block oniy adds to the existing structure; it m o t change it.
Cahuilla appears to make a distinction between types of morphemes in applying

stress. The initial syiiable of the mot morpheme is always stressed even when it is
p d e d by a prefix. The two sets of parameter settings applied in the cyclic and noncyclic
bIocks aEcount for a stress patteni thai rnakes distinctions between types of morphemes.

The morphological distinctions are actually the result of two distinct concatenations.

Idsardi's metrical mode1 of prosody significantly simplifies the mechanisms
required to generate stress. Syllable Boundary Projection marks boundaries of syliables
with special features, such as weight or lexicaily marked morphemes. The effect of the

Edge Marking Pararneter is to capture the marking of stress at word boundaries as a regular

pattern rather than requiring complicated constituent construction and reconstruction. The
Iterative Constituent Construction nile assures the exhaustive consîruction of binary

constituents working from one edge of the string to the other. ICC is resuicted to
consuucting binary constituents. That is, single elernents wiJl be left unmetrified by the

ICC. The Head Location Pararneter projects heads ont0 the next higher line from the rightmost or the left-most elernent of a constituent The pararneter setthgs of each of the above
parameters is applied consistently for the line it is specfied. For example, Head: L will

aiways project the left-most element of every constituent on that h e . Each Line sets its own

parameter settùigs.
Irregular stress patterns imposed by terrain morphemes, such as enciitics, cm be
constructeci by generating multiple sets of pararneter settings. One set of parameter setfings
applies in the cyclic block with the morphemes that are lexically rnarked [+cyclic]. The
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largest h

g created in the cyclic block is îhen input to the noncyclic block where noncyclic

morphemes and the second set of parametric settings apply.

NOTES

Idsardi (1992) uses 'x' as an abstract mark but 1adopt Halle's (1997) use of '*'.

CHAPTER 3
STONEY STRESS PATTERNS

Accounts of stress in the Dakota branch of Siouan languages consistently reveal a

pattern of second syllable stress (Shaw 1980, 1985a, 1985b, Chambers 1978, Carter
1974, Matthews 1955, Wolff 1950, Boaz and Deloria 1941, Riggs 1890). Shaw (1985a)
discloses an hovative stress pattern in Stoney that has no semblance to the 0 t h reported
Dakota languages; primary stress is realized on the penultimate syliable.

Anotiier

innovation found in Stoney, that is not found in Dakota, is secondary sîress.
Both Alexis Stoney and Morley Stoney share the innovative penultimate stress

p a m but they have divergent secondary stress patterns. Shaw (1985a, 1985b) argues
that Dakota stress is rnarginally maintaineci in Morley Stoney to the extent that it generates

secondary stress on the second syiiable. Data from Alexis Stoney (Rhyasen-Erdrnan
fieldwork 1994-97) reveals a different pattern of stress. Secondary stress in Alexis Stoney

is not restricted to the second syllable; it predictably alternates on every other syllabIe.
A furcher innovation in Aiexis Stoney is the distinction between noms and verbs.

The stress pattern in verbs, as already mentioned, is pendtirnate stress.

in nouns,

however, primary stress is realized on the final syllable.' Secondary stress alternates on
every other syllable preceding primary stress for buth nouns and verbs.

3.1

NOUNS

Rimary stress on nouns in Alexis Stoney is productively realized on the final syiiable.

(1)

(a) siG

'foot'

(d

(b)

'chest'

(0 PU 'candy'

<cl W Ü

'cheek'

(9) duya'

'song'

(d) wz&

'man'

(h) yahiyarén

'star'

'hand'

Regardless of the number of syllables in a noun prirnary stress falls on the final syllable.

The genemiization in (2) identifies the pattern for primary stress.
(2) Primary stress fails on the final syllable in nouns.
The exarnples in (If-h) demonstrate an alternahg stress pattern. MultisylIabic

words with more than two syllables generate stress on alternating syllables. The sequence
of altemating stress falls on odd nurnbaed syllables counting nom the end of the word.

The recursive nature of stress in nouns is desaibed in the generalization stated in (3).
(3) Nominal

stress falls

on al1 odd numbered syllables

counting from the end of the word.

3.1.1 LONGVO WELS. The aitemating stress pattm does not consistently predict a l l of
the stress locations in Stoney.

In addition to alternating syllables stress falls on long

vowels. Consider the following examples contahing long vowels:
(4) (a) nÙtÙÙshr'n

(b) cùn'
(c)

hhdashdaàbin

'mom's brother's son'
'tongue'
'eye glasses'

Stress is consistently realized on the long vowel in all of the examples in (4). In each case

the long vowel is in a syllable which immediately precedes a stressed syllable. This creates

a sequence of two adjacent stresses, which is an acceptable sequence in Stoney.
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Regardless of whether a long vowel falls within the alternating stress pattern or not, long
vowels are stressed. The generalization in (5) maintains this fact
(5)

AI1 long vowels are stressed.

Aldiough the altemating stress paüem is suspended by the application of stressed

long vowels it is not cornpletely blocked Notice in ( 4 4 that the alternating stress paaem is
reapplied preceding the stress& long vowel. If there is more than one syllable preceding

the long vowel then stress is realized on altemathg syilables for the remaining string of
syllables. This will be accounted for and explaineci finther in 3.1.3.

3.1.2 STEMFORMATIVE
ROOTS. In the majority of nominal forms stress falis on the
final syllable but îhere are exceptions to the d e . There is a group of bisyllabic nouns
which realize prirnary stress on the pendtirnate syuable. Consider the following examples

of penultimate nominal stress.
'beaver'

(d) s ~ g a

'dog'

@) p h a

br'

(e)

dm

'knife'

(c) nciw

nose'

(6) (a) CdJa

The f o m in (6)all realize stress on the pendtirnate syilable rather than the final syllable.
These words aii belong to a class of consonant final roots. Recall fkom Chapter 1
that consonant final roots are affixed with a stem formative vowel, -A. The forms in (7)

dernonstrate the epenthesis of the stem fornative vowel.
(7)

(a) cab-A

(d) shzlg-A

@) par-A

(e) min-A

(c) nor-A

According to Chambers (1978) and Shaw (1980, 1985% 1985b) stress applies ui

the monosyllabic mot before stem formation applies. This effectively assures that the stem
formative vowel never surface with stress. The followkig Morley Stoney example2 is a
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simplified version of a derivation taken from Shaw (l985a: 16) to demonstrate the

reaiization of stress in stem formative roots:

(8)

Root:

/keab/

Stress:

/kg&

Epenthesis:

/k~ab-A/

Ablaut

&
~ e h ]

'helshe is smart'

Stress cannot faU on the finai syhble because stress applies before epenthesis of the final
vowel. The foiiowing generalization denotes the stress pattern in stem formative mots.

(9) Stress does not fall on stem formative vowels.
The stem formative vowel in Alexis Stoney is becorning reanalyzed as part of the
mot in nominal foms. There is both intraspeaker and interspeaker variation of prirnary

stress on the penultimate and ultimate syllables of stem formative roots. Younger speakers
c o m o n l y use forms witfi final primary stress. Although the older speakers tend to use
forms with penultimate stress there is a lot of variation in the placement of stress between
the finat and pendtirnate syilables.

Final

(10)

(a)

caba

Pendtirnate
c&

(b) bori

bbrn

mri

nora

(c)

shu"ga

(d)

(e)

rni~

mCm

The realization of stress on the final syllable, which diachronicaily does not fail within the

domain of stress, suggests that the stem formative vowel is king lexicalized as part of the
mot in Alexis Stoney. That is, the stem fonnative vowel is no longer king analyzed by
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some Stoney speakers as epenthetic but is being interpreted as the second syllable of the
mot. As part of the mot, the stem formative vowel is capable of bearing stress.

3.1.3 THE-bi MORPHEME.
Nouns which are derived by the afhation of the -bi
morpherne are not stressai on the final syllable.
(11) (a)

hg&

hduga-bi/

',garette'

'to smoke'-nom
(b) sàgudabi

lsaga+yuda-bil

'tuniip'

'raw'+'eat'-nom

Where -bi connibutes a nominalizing function stress is realized on the pendtirnate syiiable
rather than the £inalsyilable.

When -biis afhed as a plural marker stress is not realized on the final syllable.
(12) (a) wiy&i

'wornen'

IGya-bil
'wornan'-pl

(b) wicabi

'men'

Iwica-bd
'm'-pl

The group of noms plirralized by -bi is a limited set, restricted to human nouns.
Regardles of its function as a norninalizer or a pluralizer, the -bi morpheme does not fall in
the dornain of mess, as give in (13).
(13)

Stress does not fa11 on obi.

The application of stress disregards the final syllable of pluraiized or nominalized forms,
and certain stem forrnatives, such that stress is r e W on the penultimate syllable.

Given the nurnber of factors that permit variations to the altemathg stress paüem
the generalization in (3) is too specific. When altemating stress is intempted by other
types of stress the recursive pattern is reapplied to the rernaining syllables, as in (1 1).
However, it does not necessariiy apply to odd numbered syllables. Siress altemates for
any sequence of two or more consecutive syllables. The gentdimiion in (3) is revised in
(14);

(14)

Stress altemates on every other syllable, counting from
right to left,

for any sequence of two or more

consecutive syllables.

3.1.4

EXCEPTIONS.
ntere are a lirriited number of other nominal f o m s whkh do not

realize primary stress on the final syllable.

e'

'duck'

(d) w?y&ga

'sand'

(b) wa&>ha

'animal'

(e) wfya

'woman'

(c) t m & e

'rawhîde'

(15) (a)

The words in (15a-d) could very likely be compound words with the second constituent
king a stem formative mot The word final [el in (1%)

is a stmng indication that the final

vowel is an epenthetic vowel which has undergone ablaut Until further evidence is
avdaôle to distinguish the components of (15ad) they will be categorized as exceptions.
Pendtirnate stress in (15e) is unexpected. niere is no apparent reason why stress is

realized on the pendtirnate syllable. It is possible that wfya could be a stem formative root
but it has not been identiflied as such in any other Dakota language. For now w6a is

considered to be a t d y exceptional f o m
Rimary stress in nouns predominantly observes a rule of final syllable stress.

There are a nmber of other contributing factors in the application of stress.
vowels are marked for stress.

Nominal foms affixed with -bi

AU long

stress on the

penultimate syllable. Sirnilarly, the stem formative vowel is disregarded in the appiication
of stress, specifically in the Dakota languages and unproductively in Stoney. Speaker
variation between stress on the fînal syIlable and the pendtirnate syihble in stem fomtive
roots points to a reanalysis of the epenthetic vowel as part of the root The secondary

stress patterns are generated fiom a recursive stress d e applied from right to left

3.2

VERBS

The stress patterns in Stoney are uniquely dinerent h m

those in other Sioux

languages. The Dakota languages predominantly observe a nile of second syuable stress.
Observe the following Teton examples fkom Chambers (1978:6) demonstrating the location
of stress on the second syllable.
'1k .him'

(16) (a) wakre

(b) WYme

'You kill me'

(c) wichakie

'1kill them'

In contmt, Stoney has developed an innovative stress pattern which does not
productively generate primary stress on the second syllable. Furthemore, Stoney has

developed a distinction between noms and verbs which has not been reported in the other

Dakota languages. As outlined in 3.1 nouns observe a final syUabIe stress d e . In verbs
prirnary stress is predorninantly Ralized on the pendtirnate syllable (Shaw 1985a, 1985b,
Beilam 1976).

The following paradigrnatic data is provided from Alexis Stoney to

demonstrate the realization of penultimate stress in verbs.

'Hepushed it'

(17) (a) &d

(b) &daC-mid

'They pushed it'

(c) bdda-mC-dda-d

'They wiü push it'

The afhation of suffixes demonsiraies the p a m of penultimate stress. As suffixes are

added to the end of the word primary stress 'shifts' rightward such that it falls on the
penuitimare syllable.
Rimary stress does not always fall on the p e n d It also f d s on the final syllable if

it is a long vowel.
(18) (a) i Y d

/i-ya-y ad/

'Youfound it'
[cf.

'He found it' ]

(b) &hb&&i

Iwashba-wa-ya-d/

'1 cook'

[cf. wàshb@&
(c) wacééd

/wa-cee-dl

'He cooks' ]

'1 cned'
[cf. céébid 'They cried']

Stress d e s do not distinguish between underlying or denved long vowels; a l l long vowels
in the final syllable are stressed The primary stress pattern is generalized in (19).
(19)

Primary stress falls on the final syllable if it is a long
vowel; otherwise the penultimate syllable.

Notice in (17b-c) that seconchq stress is subject to a sirniiar almathg pattern
observecl in nouns. However in verbs, even nurnbered syilables are sîresse-d counting

IeEtwards from the primary stress. When the final syllable is stressed then stress alternates
on odd numbered syllables, as in (18b). Altemahg stress cannot LK identifid by the
numeric location in the sequence of syllables because it is assigned reiaîive to prirnary
stress.

The aiternation in the placement of prirnary stress causes variations in the

placement of secondary stress. However, the generalization describing the altemahg
pattern in nouns is general enough to account for the altemating pattern in verbs.
(20)

Stress alternates on every other syllable, counting from
right to left,

for any sequence

of two

or more

consecutive syllables.

3.2.1 LONGVOWELS.AU long vowels are realized with stress. If the long vowel occurs
in the penultirnate or final syllable then it is r e a M with prima^^ stress. If rhe long vowel

occurs in any other syllable it is realized with secondary stress. The following examples
demonstrate long vowel stress.
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(21) (a) àokiihd /a-ya-kidad/
(b) c&&d

'You looked at it' [cf. akrCdad 'He looked at it' ]

/a-wa-kidaal 'I looked at it'

(c) wacè%ced

Iwacee-mice4 '1 am crying'

(d) wacé&hid

Iwa-cee-shi-d/ '1didn't cry'

(e) wa&d

/waceea/

'1 crie&

Notice that the 'long vowel' in (b) is a diphthong phonologicaIiy derived through
cdescence. Derived diphthongs are stressed just üke long vowels. For the purposes of
the remaining discussion diphthongs will be grouped with long vowels.
(22)

Al1 long vowels are stressed.

3.2.2 MONOSYLLABIC
ROOTS. There are a group of bisyllabic words which do not
observe a penultimate stress pattern but realize smss on the h a 1 syllable.
'1 kilied'

[cf. wag&khid '1 didn't kiL1' 1

(b) yag&ki

'You killed'

[cf. g&"bid 'They kiiisd' ]

(c) maxmad

'I'm sleepy'

[cf. xmabid 'He's sleepy' ]

(d)

'He bmke it (with an axe)' [cf. gagsobid 'They bmke it' ]

(e) nagsd

'He broke it (with the feet)' [cf. nagsobid 'They broke it' 1

(f) wahnid

'1 got home'

(23) (a) wag&h

[cf. hnl'bid 'They got home' ]

The group of bisyilabic fonns in (23) poses an interesthg problem for a penultimate
stress pattern. The stress in a i i of these f o m s appears on the word-final syliable, although
the comparative form provided for each example in (23) reaiizes pendtirnate stress.
Notably there is no significant vowel length to the final syllable in these cases.
The Iist of exceptional forms in (23) is not exhaustive; in fact h a 1 stress in
bisyllabic stems is not an uncommon pattern. Both Shaw (1985) and Taylor (1981)
obsmed that bisyllabic stems realize stress on the final syllable in Dakota. They also noted
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that these bisyhbic words are f o n d by prefixation on a monosyllabic root An of the
bisyllabic f o m in (23) are formed from prefixed monosyllabic roots. The derivations are

provided in (24).
(24) (a) wug&a

wa-gded

(b) m c ~ x m d ma-xmad

(1 subj - 'kW - decl)

'1killed'

(lsubj - 'sleepy' - decl)

T m sleepy'

(c)

ga-gsa-d

(instr. - 'break'- decl)

'he broke it'

(d) wahnid

wa-hni-d

(Isubj - 'go home' - decl)

'1 got home'

Monosyllabic roots rire stressed in final syllable position, where stress does not nomially

fall in verbs. Evenmore, monosyllabic roots are stressed when they occur in any position.
(25) (a) &&&id

'They will kill it'

@) ga-m'4id

'They didn't break it'

(c) &&bfshid

'They didn't corne back'

If the monosyllabic mot is in word final or pendtirnate position it realizes primary stress
and if it is elsewhere in the word it r e a h s secondary stress.
(26) Monosyliabic roots are always stressed.
When more than one syllable precedes the monosyllabic root, altema~gstress

applies to every othez syllable counting leftwards h m the m o t

(27) yÙnagsÙbfshid

'You (pl) didn 't break it (with the feet)'

Secondary stress is lexically marked on the monosyllabic mot and it altemates on preceding
syllables.

There are a group of monosyllabic roots which do not o b s e ~ e(26). Consonant

final roots which

concatenated with the stem formative vowel do not mark the

monosyilabic mot with stress in muitisyliabic forms.

(28) (a) i) g s a b - ~

fi) gsabe&id

'to be Wise'
'he is not smart / wise'

(b) i) &-A
ii) carhhid
(c) i) b Ô b ~

ii) 00r&hid
(d) i) hnebd-d

ii) yahnebûbid

'to be h z e n '
'It is not frozen'
'to blow'

'he did not blow'
'he vomited'
'you (pl) vornited'

Stress is realucd on the root in all of the (i) foms as would be expected for monosyllabic

mots. However, in the multisyliabic forms in (ü) the monosyllabic root is not realized with
Raîher, stress is r d k d in a recursive pattern stariïng h m the penultimate

stress.

syilable.

Recall that the stem formative vowel in nouns is king reanalyzed by Alexis Stoney
speakers as part of the root When the epenthetic vowel is reandyzed as part of the mot it

can bear stress but when it is not analyzed as part of the root it cannot bear stress. In each

of the (ii) forms stress is realized on the stem formative vowel. Therefore, the h a 1 vowel
in stem formative verbs is interpreted as part of the mot

The same pattern of reanalysis is observed in Morley Stoney. Shaw (198%)
reports that there is speaker variation between stress on the monosyllabic root and stress on

the epenthetic vowel in verbs. Both foms in each example in (29) are gmmaticai forms

produced by Morley Stoney speakers (Shaw 1985aA3). The root is underlined for

identification.
(29) (a) (i) &-e-sic

(ii) &&-é-s'ic

'he isn't smart'

)

(i) r

a

s

'it isn't fiozen'

Ci) &i--s2

According to Shaw's data the epenthetic vowel is not counted in the application of

pendtirnate stress in the (i) forms in both (29a-b). For this reason stress is realized on the
antependtirnate syllable. in the (i) forms the epenthetic vowel constitutes a necessary
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syllable in the application of stress and therefore stress faüs on the penult. The presence of
speaker variation indicates that the reanalysis of îhe epenthetic vowel in Morley Stoney is
stiii in process. The (i) forms wiII likeIy fade from use and the Ci) foms will becorne the
predomlliantly qphr pattern.
In short, the mots in (28) are bisyliabic and exhibit the reguiar alternathg stress
pattern. ï h e stem formative vowel is no longer recognized as a separate segment and

therefore, the stem formative mot is now hterpreted as a bisyllabic mot

3.2.3 The PERFECTIVE
MORPHEME.
The regular stress pattern in Alexis Stoney verbs
generates stress on the penultimate syllable and on every other syllable preceding the
penult. However, there is one other contributhg stress pattern. Whenever the perfective
morpheme is B1xe.d to the end of a verb the final syIIable is realized with stress.
(30) (a) i) wagdeShi-d
ii) wagdèshi-n
(b) i) hnibi-d

fi) -&&,
(c) i) tàurh&ha-d
ii) tÙushMFhassh-n

(d) i) wagsdgsa-d

5) wàgsagsé-n

'1 didn't kill' (imperfective)
'1 didn't W' (pedective)

'They got home' (imperfective)

'We (pl) were home' (perfective)
'1 spit' ( i e t i v e )
'1 didn't spit ' (perfective)

'I chopped' (imperfective)
'1 chopped' (perfective)

In each set of examples in (30) the imperfective form has pendtimate stress and the

perfective f o m has final syhble stress. In (30ad) the only factor that would irigger a
stress shift is the concatenation of the perfective morpheme. There seems to be no
phonological explanation for tiie stress shift Final syllable stress in ali of the (ii) forms is
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not amibutable to a closed syllable since di of the (i) f o m s also have a closed final
syllable.
The stress shift can only be expIained morphologicaiiy; the perfective morpheme is
l e x i d y rnarked for stress. Since the perfective morpheme always appears in word final
position the lexical stress associated with the perfective morpheme will consequently
aiways be realized in the final syliable.

F i syllable stress is triggered by long vowels, monosyiiabic roots, and the
petfective morpheme. nie generalizabon in (19) needs to be revised considering al1 of
these triggers.

(31)

Prirnary stress falls on the final syllable if it is a long
vowel, a monosyllabic root, or affixed by the perfective
morpheme; otherwise it falls on the penultimate syllable.

The alternahg stress pattern, as stated in (XI),
still applies to any sequence of two or
more syllables. For exarnple, in the perfective form in (30c) the final syllable is stressed
due to the perfective morpheme and the initial sylIable is stressed due to a long vowel-

There are two intervening syhbles that are not inherently stressed The alternathg stress

panern stresses the left-most of the two syllables as it applies from right to left.

3.2.4

SHAW'S ANALYSEOF

MORLEY
STONEY. Morley Stoney observes the same

pattern of primary stress already outlined for Alexis Stoney. In verbs, primary stress is

marked on the pendtirnate syilable. However, secondary stress patterns (Shaw 1985a,
1985b) are markedly different h m those in Alexis Stoney. As discussed, secondary
stress in Alexis Stoney observes an alternahg stress d e . According to Shaw, secondary
stress in Morley Stoney is realized on the second syhble.
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3.2.4.1 STONEY STRESSRULE(SSR). To demonstrate the overall stress pattern in Morley

Stoney a verbai paradigm is provided in (32) (Shaw 1985a:7). The representation used

here for Morley Stoney is a phonemic notation used by Shaw.
look at it'

(32) (a) a&&

d-kae-E

(b)

's/he will look at it'

potdecl

(c)

&-Li--f

'they will look at itf

PI
(d) &-bi-&a-E

'they will not look at it'

neg

Shaw (1985~7)
proposes the Stoney Stress Rule (33) to account for the prirnary

stress patterns demonstiated in (32).
Stoney Stress Rule (SSR)

(33)

v--. VI-cvm
The location of prirnary stress exhibits some variability.

Shaw (1985aî8,

1985b:189)presents a group of forms which realize stress on the final syllable rather than
the pendtirnate syllable.
(34) (a)

8-3-kt&-n-E

'1 shot yours'

(b) &a-bi-n-t

'They looked at it'

(c) akùla-bi-&n-t

'They didn't look at it'

(d) ~ i f à - ~ a - h & ~ - n - 'You
~
shot them'

AU of the foxms in (34) are stressed on the final syllable in contrast to the SSR. Each of
these f o m end in, what Shaw defines as a superheavy syhble. The supertieavy syilable
is a VCC syllable derïved h m the concatenation of the perfective morpheme /-n/ and the
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declarative moqheme /-$ When the final syllable is composed of a VC sequence primary
stress is realized on the penultimate syilable.

(35)(a) d$--kruie-2~
(b) a&-bi-kta4

'1 was shooting yours'
'They will look at it'

According to Shaw the weight of superheavy syiiables is what is marked for stress.
The analysis of superheavy syliables hinges on the assumption that the perfective

rnorpheme is a nasal consonant underlyingly.

However, th=

is phonotactic and

comparative evidence to support an alternate analysis to Shaw's superheavy syliables.

First of ail, the perfective morpheme is /-Y in Teton Dakota and a [+nasal] feature
historically in Alexis Stoney. The reanaiysis of the perfective morpheme in Alexis Stoney

as -n cannot be presumed to have occurred in Morley Stoney as weU.

Recall that

obsments preceded by a nasal segment becorne prenasalized by a homorganic nasal.
Therefore, the [n] in Morley Stoney perfective structures is a phonetically transitional nasal
created by the concatenation of a nasal feature and an alveolar obstruent (declamive).
Firrthermore, the assertion of a word h a 1 consonant cluster violates the phonotactic

constraint that reshicts word f i a i position to one consonant Ln fact, the only occurrence
of a 'consonant cluster' in coda position is the cwcurrence of the perfective and declamiive
morphemes in Morley Stoney. In keeping with the d e s of nasalization and the phonotactic

constraints in Stoney, the homorganic nasal preceding the dalarative morpheme should be
analyzed as a phonetic variant of a nasal feame [+nasal].
If the perfective morpherne is not a consonant underlyingly then the concatenation of
the perfective and declarative morphemes does not create a superheavy syllabie, as defined

by Shaw (1985a). If the final syllable is not a superheavy syllable in perfective structures
then it is not syilable stnicaire which is marked for stress. The £inai syllable in perfective
stnictures is stressed because the perfective morpheme, itself, is inherently marked for
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stress. h m this point on the perfective morpheme in Morley Stoney wiU be represented
by -Nto &note the [+nasal] feature.

3.2.4.2 D A K ~STRESS
A
RULE@SR). The secondary stress pattan in Morley Stoney varies

signifiwitly h m diat of Aiexis Stoney. In (20) and (22) secondary stress faUs on the
second syllable. Shaw argues that the secondary stress patterns are generated h m a
conservative Dakota stress d e which assigns stress to the second syllable of a word. To
fully understand the reah of the Dakota Stress Rule as it applies to Stoney it is necessary
to outline the signifïcant points of the rule.

Chambers (1978) fonnalizes a Dakota stress nile to account for the pattern of
second syllable stress in the Dakota languages.

(37) Dakota Stress Rule (DSR)

v-

~/#cc,v>c,-

The DSR States that a vowel becornes stressed when it is reaüzed in the second syllable of a
word or when it is reaIized in the only syllable of the word. The f o m in (38) illustrate the
appiication of the DSR in Teton (Chambers 1978:3).
(38) (a) W M

'to wait for'

@> ?ïuxmd

'to hide'

(4 P&

'to reveal'

(0i

~

h

'to go to bed'

(e) uniktepi

'we kill you'

lu-ni-&-pi/ dual.subj-2obj-'kW -pl
(d) pbvlyakpa

'topolish'

Ipa-wiyakpal cause - 'to shine'

Regardless of the number of syllables in a word stress falls on the second syllable. No

additionai stress markings appear on any word. Stress in the Dakota languages is restncted
to a single stress realized on the second syllable of the word.
For a particular group of bisyllabic foms stress does not fall on the second
syllable. Monosyllabic verb roots are stressed if they occur in the first syliable of the
word. In the following exarrrples, b m Chambers (1978:10), the verb mot is underlined.

/@U-pi/

(39) (a) thfpi
'they dweil'

3subj-'dweU7-pl

(b> -&ta

/@l-ktal

'he wdi Wear (something)'

3subj-'weaf -pot

/0 -chi-

(c) i m s n i
'he is disinclined to do it'

(d) &"LI

3subj-'want'-rather-mg

/@&a/

'it is here'

3subj-'here'-'very'

Acwrding to Chambers, the DSR WUnot assign stress to the second syilable if it is

occupied by a suffix because suf6xes are not within the dornain of the DSR.

Regardiess

of the number or type of suffixes adjoined to a monosyliabic root only the mot is capable of
bearïng stress.

The restriction on s&u(es

affects stem fonnative roots. Epenthetic vowels do not

faii in the dornain of the DSR so the root is stressed even when it does not occur in second
syllable position. AU of the following Teton examples are consonant final roots which are
affixe. by a stem formative vowd (Chambers 1978: 14- 15)

(40) (a) n&-A

'to be gnar1ed7

(d) SA-A

'to be hard'

(b) pic-^

'tobe wrinkled'

(e) the:-A

'to be new'

(c) J&Z-A

'to be dry7

Suffixes and stem formative vowels are not capable of bearing stress.

The Dakota S m s Rule accounts for the regular second syliable stress pamrn in the

Teton dialect of the Dakota languages. Suff-es and stem formative vowels do not faii in
the domain of the DSR and therefore cannot bear smss. Roots and prefixes alone bear
stress.
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3.2.4.3 DSR AND SSR IN STONM. In order a account for the variations in primary and

secondary stress, Shaw suggests a co-existent relationship between the SSR and DSR.
The DSR assigns stress m the second syllable C O U ~ M fkom
~
the lefi margin of the word.
At the same time, the SSR assigns stress to the pendtirnate syllable counting h m the right

margin of the word.

Consider the forms in (41) provided by Shaw (1985a:14) to

demonstrate the coapplication of the DSR and the SSR
(41) (a) muh-&'-ka-f
(b) o - ~ i - ~ i - k o - ~
(c)

'I'rn going to eat'
'L'm digging it for you'

~-~&kt6-ktd-&-~ 'We (dual) are sawing'

(d) ~-yf-kt0-kt8-6a-bi-~ 'We(pl)are sawing'
The fact that stress in (a) and (b) are adjacent, and that sûess in (d) is separated by two
syllables, is cited by Shaw to argue against a recursive stress rule.
Shaw includes a number of examples which violate the DSR.
(42) (a) d-ka&'-~-t

'1 was hot before'

(b) m7fi-fu-lV-~

'1 gave it to myself

(c) wa-hnudeC-~-t

'I'm finished eating'

(d) i-kadé&-f

'We were not hot'

(e) fi-~-kr;Ie-t

'1 was shooting yours'

(f) ? - h n i - b f - ~ - t

'We came home'5

Secondary stress in these exarnples poses problems for the c l a i . thaî secondary stress is
assigned by the DSR. In (42a-d), surprisingly, no secondary stress is realized at all. In

each of these exarnples the second syllable is saessless. In (42e-f) secondary stress falls
on the first syllable ratha than the second syIlable. 'The only condition of the DSR which

permitr stress to be assigned to the fint syllable is for monosyllabic roou. However, in
(42e) ti- is not the rooc it is the first person nominative morpheme and kude is the mot
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morpheme. In (420 i- is the dual person morpheme and h
i is the root nius, therie is

nothing inherent about the first syilable which

attracts

stress. Shaw's stress nile would

predict the foilowing fonns for (42e) and (420:
(43) (a) *8i-$-ki;le-t
@) *i-hn;-bi-~-~

'1 was shooting yours'
'We came home'

Since the hm syllable of the word is not a mot then perhaps the second syllable is
blocking the assignment of stress. The ody restriction on the DSR which could prevent

assignment of stress to the second syllable is if the second syllabIe were a suffix. The
second syllable in (42e) is the second person genitive prefix and in (42f) is the root

morpheme. Accordhg to the conditions ouuuied by both Shaw (1985) and Chambers
(1978) the= are no conditions restricting stress from applying to the second syllable in
(42e) and (42f). The DSR cleariy cannot predict the foms in (42).

The effect of applying two nonrecursive stress d e s h m opposite margins of a

word is bat multisyllabic words may have a number of stressless syllables between
primary and secondary stress. For example, (41d) has two syllables separating second

syllabie and penultimate stress. Also, nonrecmive niles. in essence, can only assign one
stress. Ifa grammar contains two nonrecursive stress niles then the maximum number of
stresses which could ever occur in a word is two. In a footnote, Shaw (1985a: 15) cites a

short list of multisyllabic foms with more than one secondary stress. Consider these

f o m in (44):
(44) (a) o - & t u - d ~ i - ~ a ~ & t a - ~

'he will tell them for me'

(b) oœYÙkiyo Oiyé-k

'don't jump! '6

(c) ~ - ~ Ù - ~ i - n Ù ~ é - k

'don't tell him'

(d) h @ Ù g ~ - ~ & Z - ~ - ~ - h d - ~ 'he's going to see it! '
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Stoney words with more than five syiiabies are d e d with more than one secondary
sîress. This suggests that stress in Stoney is more likely the resdt of a recursive nile than
1

the coappkation of two separate nonrecursive stress des.

The inconsistency of the DSR in assigning secondary stress and the existence of
multisyilabic words with more than one secondary stress le& to two conclusions: (1) that

a recmive stress nile does exist in Stoney and (2) that the DSR may not apply at aII in
Stoney. The recursive stress d e needs to be a n a l m in more detail to account for the

existence of adjacent stress and sequences of unstressed syllables.

The Merences in secondary stress between the two dialects are significant enough
that the patterns in Alexis Stoney cannot consistently predict the patterns in Morley Stoney

and vice versa From this point on the discussion of stress will refer only to Alexis
Stoney. unless specificaily noted.

3.3 SUMMARY

Alexis Stoney demonstrates a paüem of altemathg stress applying b r n right to

left The lexical category of the word determines where the stress alternaiion begins. In

noms the-bi morphemes and aie conservative use of the stem formative vowel cause
primary stress to be realized on the pendtirnate syuable, otherwise stress is realUed on the

final syllable. In verbs primary stress falls on the final syJlabIe if it has a long vowel, if

iî

is a rnonosyllabic mot, or if it is f i e d by the perfective morpheme. othenvise stress falls
on the pendtirnate syliable. Whether primary stress is realized on the h d or the
pendtirnate syllable secondary stress f d s on evexy other syllable preceding primary stress.

In addition, aU long vowels and monosyllabic roots are stressed regardless of their position
in a word This c m often result in a sequence of two adjacent stresses which is acceptable
in Stoney gramar.
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of the mess patterns discussed here for Alexis Stoney verbs and nouns

A su-

is provided in (45).

(45)

Nouns

a) Primary stress f& on the final syiiable.
b) Stress alternates on every other syllable counting h m nght to
left for any sequence of two or more syliables.
c) AU long vowels are stressed.
d) Smss does not faü on stem formative vowels and -bi.

verbs
a) Rimary stress falls on che final syUable if it is a long vowel, a

monosyllabic root, or &ed

by the perfective morpheme;

otherwise it falls on the penultimate syilable.
b) Stress alternates on every other syhble c o u n ~ gfrom right to
Ieft for any sequence of two or more syilables.
c) Ali long vowels and monosyllabic mots are stresmi

NOTES

'

Shaw does not mention nominal stress patterns in Morley Stoney.

Shaw's example is a derivation of a verb. However, king that it is a monosyllabic

mot the derivation and the location of stress wiIl be the sarne for noms.
Shaw represents phonetic aspiration on the voiceless stops in this fom. Because

aspiration is not contrastive in Morley Stoney it will not be noted in the Morley
representationsh m this point on.
I would like to thank Eung-Do Cook for pointing out that the [n] in word final

consonant clusters in Morley Stoney is actually a phonetic vaTiant of an autosegmental

nasal feahire.

The gloss provideci by Shaw (1985a:8) for this word is 'We went walking'. However,
the verb hni acaially means 'to r e m home' and Shaw uses this rneaning for hi later
in the article (p. 12). The gloss has been changed here m reflect the correct meaning.
There is a d e in Morley Stoney which assigns stress to the h a 1 syllable in imperative

forms. This d e does not apply in Alexis Stoney.

CHAPTER 4
STONEY STRESS: A METRICAL ACCOUNT

The panenis of stress in Stoney are ïnüicate and complicated; including a number of
lexiically marked stresses and a recursive altemathg stress paaeni. Within a metrical
framework the rnany factors that conmbute to the d o d y of Stoney smss may be unified

by shply setting the parameters of the metrical plane. The following analysis of Stoney
stress applies specifically to smss in Alexis Stoney. Considering the significant dialectal

diffaences in secondary stress identifid in chapter 3 the metrical stmctuxe developed for
Alexis Stoney cannot be preswned to also apply to Morley Stoney.

Given that there are different patterns of stress for nouns and verbs, two metrical
structures need to be explored Within rneîrical theory two different stress panems cm be
constructed nom the same basic structure. In Stoney, the metrical structure which
generates stress for verbs is the same structure that generates stress for nouns, except for a
single parametric change.

Stress in nouns falls on all odd numbered syllables counting from the right edge of

the word. The right-most stress is reahed as primary stress. Long vowels can intemipt
the altemating stress pattern. The parameter settings for consûucting the metrical grid in

Stoney are outlined below. Each parameter will be explained and demonstrated.

(1) Parameter Settings - Nouns

Line O:

Project L

Line 1:

4.1.1

Edge: LLR
Edge: RRR

ICC: L

Head: L

Head: R

ALTERNATRUC
STRESS. It is clear h m examples, such as the following, that

stress altemates on every other syiiable and that it applies from right to left
(2) (a) mbé

'hand'

Cb)-P

'candy '

(c) yahiYmén

'star'

The alternathg sîress pattern is generated by the Iterative Constituent Construction

Parameter (ICC). Because stress is consistently realized at the nght rnargin of a word, and

it altemates between the first and second syllable at the left rnargin of the word, then ICC
must apply h m the right margin. When ICC applies from the right edge of the word it
marks a left boundary after every second element. The setting for ICC is ICC: L.
(3) ICC: L

'1 1'1

1

i) y a h i y a r e n

l '1

ii) ~ Ù d a d a n

ICC consaucts two binary constituents in yaldyarén. Projecting right heads in each
constituent will generate alternaihg stress with stress on the final syllable. However, ICC

a construct dtemating stress in pùdadM because it cannot me-

the single initiai

element on Line O. To construct altemathg stress in pùdadr;l the initial element must be
delimited by a boundary.
If the final element on Line O constituted its own constituent it would accomplish

two things. Fmt it would always generate a head for the final syilable, thereby assuring
stress. Secondly, the application of ICC would rnetnfy binary constituents to the left of the

final constituent. For words with an odd nurnber of syliables the initiai element becomes
delirnited by an ICC parenthesis. Seüing EMP to mark a left boundaq to the left of the

right-most element will isolate the f i a i elernent within a constituent Observe the structure
constnicted in (4) by die parameter settings: Edge: LLR and ICC: L

* (* * (*
I l I l #

i) y a h i y a r e n

(*

*

(*

H l

ii) p u d a d a n

The consequence of applying EMP to words with an even number of syllables is that the
initial syilable is lefk unrnetrified after the application of ICC Since the initial syllable does
not bear stress this construction is acceptable. In words with an odd number of syllables, a
consequence of EMP is that the initial syllable is metrified and is capable of pmjecting a

In order to comctly constnict heads over the initial and nnal syllables in words
with an odd number of sykbies the Head Location Parameter projects left heads; Head: L.

*

(5) Head: L

*

*

*

On Line 1 the string of heads is metrified h m a single constituent by a texminal boundary.
EMP places a right parenthesis to the right of the right-most element; Edge: RRR.
(6) Edge: RRR

*)

1

* (* * (*
I l Il,

(*

I

i) y a h i y a r e n

*)

*

(*

H l

ii) p u d a d a n

Word level stress is realized on the final syilable so HLP projects right heads fiom
Line 1; Head: R.
(7) Head: R

*

i)

(*

* (*
Il,

11
yahiyaren

(*

*

(*

lu

ii) p u d a d a n
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S e h g EMP to constmct a constituent around the final element on Line O allows ICC to

metri@ the initial element in words with an odd number of syliables and it ensures chat the

final element projects a head.

4.1.2

LONGVOWELS. AU long vowels in Stoney are stressed This means that

syllables with long vowels must independentiy mark stress on the metrical tier. In order for
long vowels to pmject heads they must be metrified at the left margin of a constituent on

Line O. The Syllable Boundary Projection Parameter (SBP)projects the syliable boundaq
of 'certain syllables' onto Line O of the metrical tier. In Stoney 'certain syllables' rn
d h e d as îhose with a long vowel. The SBP in Stoney projects the left syilable boundary

to the left of the stress mark correspondhg to the long vowel syllable; Project: L.

* * (* *
1 1 !.!
ii) 'i sh d a sh d aa b i n
The parameter settings for nouns are restated ki (9) and they yield the derivation in

(10) for words with long vowels.

(9) Line O:

Project: L

Edge: LLR

Head: L

ICC: L

Edge: RRR

Line 1

( * (*

(* (*

i)

I I

CUZI

Head: R

I

I

ii) 'i sh d a s h d àà b'in

Projecting a left boundary h m the long vowel syUable places the long vowel
elernent in a position to project a head. Word level stress is genartted for the finai elernent

because of the parenthesis assigned by EMP.
remaining string of two elements at the left ma@.

In r'shdas&in

ICC applies to the
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The choiœ of projecting a left or right boundary for SBP is significant Rojecting
a right b o u n e , rather than a left boundary will position the long vowel stress mark at the
right m g i n of a constituent, where it cannot project a head

*

(1 1)
%

*>

A right SBP boundary marks the right edge of the constituent. The left edge is marked by

ICC. wth the long vowel stress mark at the right edge of the constituent it cannot project a
head. nie Projecr R sethg of SBP generates an ungrarrimatical construction because it
faiis to me*

the long vowel stress mark at the left margin of the constituent where it can

project a head.

4.2

VERBS

Despite the fact that there is a distinction in the placement of primary stress between

noms and verbs, the parameter settings are not expected to be drastically different within
the Stoney grammar. In fact verbs observe the same meûical parameter settings as nouns
with one change to EMP.

4.2.1 ALTERNATING
STRESS-Stress in verbs is realized on aLl even-numbered syllables

counting £rom the right margin. The right-most stress is realUed as prirnary stress. Long
vowels, the perfective morpheme, and monosyllabic mots are inherently marked for stress.
These stress pattems can be predicted by the following metrical parameters:

(12) Parameter Settings - Verbs
Line O:

ICC:L

Project L

Lane 1:

Head: L

Edge: RRR

Head: R

The paramm settings used to constnict the nxwicaI structure for nouns generate
the correct stress patterns for verbs, Save one change. The EMP setting is not appropriate

for verbs since verbs do not regularly project heads h m the final syuable. Without a final
constituent the application of ICC will generate the correct metncal structure for verbs.

Consider the meaical st~cturefor verbs dernonstrated in (13).

*

*

113)

*

*

*)

'1 i l, l

i) b à d i d a d d a d

*>

17,

1.

l

ii) w a b o r a n a s d e d

The lack of sethg for EMP ailows ICC to apply fiom the right edge of the string. With

HLP projecting Ieft heads, stress altemates on even-numbered syliables. A consequence of
constructing a left-headed binary constituent, at the nght rnargin, is that word level stress is

realized on the penultimate syiiable. EMP assures word level stress on the final syllable in
nouns and the absence of EMP assures word level stress on the penulbmate syllable in
verbs.
It is possible to set EMP to mark a nght parenthesis at the right rnargrn of the saing
on Line O; Edge: RRR

*

*

(14)

*

*

*)

*
I

"1

(*

I

*

(*

I

i'

ii) w a b o r a n a s d e d

The presence of the EMP parenthesis does not constructively contribute to the metrical grid.
The final two elements axe delimited at the left edge by ICC and on the right edge by EMP.
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The EMP boundary is redundant and unnecessary. For this reason, it is assumed that EMP
has no setiings for verbs.

42.2

LEXICAL
STRESS.MonosyUabic mots are lexically rnarked for stress in Stoney.
(15)

a) g d a

b) wagdéd
c) gdèbiddad

Metrical theory projects the syhble boundary h m lexicdy rnarked syllables on
the phoneme tier to the metrical tia.

The Syllable Boundary Projection Paramem is set in

Stoney to project the ieft syllable boundary., Roject L.
\

II 1

iii) gde- biddad

The stress mark that corresponds to the monosyllabic root is positioned at the left edge of
the constituent when SBP projects the left boundary. The element in the left-most position

will be projected by the Head Location Parameter onto the next line. This is necessary in

order for the monosyllabic mot to be realized with stress. If SBP projects a nght syllable
boundary then the lefi head projected by the Head Location Parameter rnay not necessarily

be the one linked to the monosyllabic mot
Consider the metrical structure generated frorn the application of the parameter
settings in (12).
(17)

rir

*

*

*)

*)

* *>

l \i,

ii) wa-gded

'1 '1

I

iii) gdè-biddad

SBP ensures that a head is projected for the monosyliabic root. This is significant when
the word is made up of only the monosyllabic mot Words with only one stress bearing
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element cannot generate stress by ICC. If SBP does not project the syllable boundary of

monosyllabic roots then there are no other parameters in Stoney to delhit a consituent
Because all monosyllabic words contain a-monosyUabic root, SBP will aiways delimit a

constituent.
Long vowels and the perfective morpherne are also marked for stress in Stoney.

(18) a) wacééd

'1cRed7

b)wààgickhid

'You didn't dance'

c) chozhain

'1 did it' (perf)

Syllables which contain a long vowel or the petfective morpheme trigger SBP. The
following examples demonstrate the metrical grid aeated for words with inherentiy d e d
stress.

*

(19)

*)

*(*

1

!,

i) waceed

*
*

*)

'i i
ii) wààgic'khid

rle

JE

*)

* (*
I I 1,

(*

iii) chozha-n

Stress patterns in Stoney which do not exhibit altemathg stress are generated as a result of

lexically or phonologically marked stress. Final syllable stress and adjacent stress follows
fÎom the application of SBP for monosyllabic roots, long vowels, and the perfective

morpheme.
The triggers for SBP are productive across the grammar so there is no need to
specify pamcular requirements for nouns or for verbs. Long vowels trigger SBP in nouns

and verbs. The pafective morpherne does not appear in nominal rnorphology so there is

no need to specify that the perfdve morpherne does not trigga SBP in nouns.
Monosyllabic roots in verbs and nouns Iigger SBP.

4 3 ALTERNATE ANALYSIS

W~ththe regular stress patterns in Stoney verbs, where stress does not faU on the

final syllable, it would seem l o g i d to render the fina1 element extrametrical.
Extrameuicaiity is a convention which s t r u c t d y prevents terminal elements £rom

contributhg to the construction of the metrical grid Conventional extrametricality niles are
over-powerful in that they render regular terminal elements as extramelrical but they do not

opply to a lexicaliy or phonologidy marked terminal eIements. That is, extrarnemcal d e s
are ad hoc. Within Idsardi's (1992) mehical fiamework extramemcality f a k out from the
application of ihe EMP. Consider EMP set to mark a right boundary to the left of the rightmust element in Stoney; Edge: RLR.

(20)Edge: RLR

* *) *

I I I

i) a k i d a d

I 11'1

(ii) b à d i d i d d a d

The EMP in (20) delimits all of the elements to the left of the rïght-most element but leaves

the terminal element unmetrified. Essentially the final element is 'extrametrical.'

Unlike

extrametridty rules, EMP is obligated to apply on Line O regardless of the status of a
lexicaliy or phonoIogicaliy marked syliable. Creating an unmetrified element in a terniinal
position, through the application of EMP, is systernatic and not, in anyway, ad hoc.

The Head Location Parameter on Line O must projet right heads in order to
generate stress over the penultimaUe syliable. The foilowing example demonstrates the
constmction of the meaical grid for Stoney with the Line O parameter settings Edge: RLR
and Head: R.

The Line 1 parameter seaings are the same as previously discussed:

Edge: RRR and Head: R.

*

*)

*

I l l

i) a k i d a d

Idsardi's (1992)ICC nile, applied with Edge: RLR, cannot metrify the correct
e h n t s to generate altemathg stress. Consider the inadequacy of both applications of
ICC in (22).

i) ICC:R

*
*

ii) ICC:L

*

*

*)

*)

*) * ) *

I.i! 1
*badidaddad

*

(* * )

*

I l ! l

* bàdidaddad

Neither application of ICC correctly generates secondary stress on the initial syllable. An

ICC:L application generates one stress in the pendtirnate position but does not rnetrify the
initial element in the string. An ICC:R application metrifies the initial e l m n t but not in a
position to project a head.
Idsardi's ICC ruie is unnecessarily restrictive by forcing the direction of application
to be inalterably associated with a particular, right of left, boundary. Halle (1997) revises
the ICC rule to allow the direction of the boundary and the direction of application to be set
independently. In other words, rather than assuming that a left parenthesis is applied in a
right to left direction, Halle's ICC rule allows a left parenthesis to apply in either a right to
left or kfi to right direction Halle's ICC nile (1997:300)is presented in (23)'.

(23)Iterative Constituent Construction:
Insert a left / right boundary applied in a left-to-right / right-to-left
direction for b

i / temary feet.

In Stoney all constituents constnicted by ICC are binary so it will be assurned for this
analysis that ICC is set to consmict binary féet.
Halle's revised ICC d e creates more possibilities in construchg constituents. In

..'

f a it can be applied to buhd&W in such a way as to correctly generate alteniating stress
to the left of the EMP boundary.

If ICC is set to mark nght boundanes applyhg from right

to lefç ICC:R, R + L it will generate the correct metrical structure presented in (24).
I

(24)

*
*)

I

*)

*

*

*)

l l

badidaddad

The combination of EMP and Halle's ICC d e correctly generates alterna~gstress
starthg h

m the pend-

syllable, when HLP projects right heads. The parameter

settings to generate the structure in (24) are outlined in (25).

(25) Lie O

Edge: RLR

Line I

Edge: RRR

ICC: R, R+ L

Head: R
Head: R

Given diat the EMP must always apply, regardes of lexically or phonologically
marked syilables, then if the final syllable triggers SBP it wiU result in the projection of two

adjacent heads ont0 Lïne 1.

For example, w&hbav&

mggers SyIlab1e Boundas,

Projection for the final syllable due to the long vowel. Consider the grid in (26) for
wàshbawaad with SBP set at Roject: R.

*

(26)

*

*)
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The SBP boundary in final position metrifies the final element, such that it can pmject a

h d However, the inflexibility of the EMP results in an inappropriately placed boundary
which generates adjacent stress rather than altemating stress.

The problem of adjacent boundaries which arises in (26) is only an issue word
hally; the metrical parameters in (25) generate grammaticai consmctions otherwise. Since
the location and the sequence of the incorrect structure is always the same then

an

avoidance constraht on Line O would prevent the construction of two boundaries sepamted
by a single element where one boundary is in word final position. Consider the grid

constnicted in (27)when Line O includes Avoid )*p.

*

(27)

*

*)

Avoid )*)#

Assuming that projection fÎom the phoneme tier applies before metrically generated

boundaries, the avoidance constraint prevents the construction of the Edge Marking
boundary once the word final boundary has been pmjected from the phonerne tier. ICC

completes the metrification on Line O by marking a boundary following the initial element.
The result is primary stress in the final position and altemating stress on every

0 t h

syllable preceding final stress.
Given that this set of metrical parameters prrdictably generates l e x i d y and
phonologically generated stress as weU as alteniating stress initiaihg h m the penult, there

is still a fundamental flaw. Avoidance constraints do not distinguish between boundaries
based on how they are generated. Therefore, words which project syilable boudaries

fkom the pendtirnate and final syllables wiU be prevented h m constructing both

boundaries in a sequence. In (28) the final syllable projects a boundary due to the
perfective morpheme and the pendtirnate syhble projects a boundary due to the
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monosyilabic root The avoidance mnsûaint prevents the second boundiuy fiom king
constnicted. (Regardless of which hundary is the 'second' boundary, botfi of them are
structuraliy required by the grid.)

*

(28)

*

*)

Avoid )*)#
*wa-gde-shi-n
When the second projected boundary is prevented h m king constructed, TCC mirifies
the rernaining sequence of elements. This incorrectly generates secondary stress on the

initial syllab!e.

Unless the Avoidance Constraint is further constrained by specifjmg that the
sequenœ of adjacent boundaries is perrnissible for projected boundaries, there is no other
way to generate the correct meûÎcal structure for (28). Avoidance Constraints, in and of
themselves, are exmeous rules that should be avoided if possible, so adding further ad
hoc conditions to the constraint oniy exacerbates the extraneousness of the d e .

Although this analysis accounts for a significant amount of the stress patterns in
Stoney it fails to account for the patterns which generate adjacent stress in the penultimate
and final syllables. Stnicturally, this anaiysis prevents the construction of a sequence of

boundaries that would project two adjacent heads in the pendtirnate and final syliables.

The avoidance constraint which prevents this sequence is necessaxy in some circurnstances,
such as in (27),but not in al1 cirçumstances. The cornplexity created by the addition of îhe
avoidance constraint causes this analysis to be less systernatic and more ad hoc, For this
reason, the original analysis of verbs, presented in 4.2 will be maintained as the primary
and more comprehensive of the two analyses.
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The analysis of f i a i syhble stress in perfective forms can be alternarively
analyzed as a weight condition rather than a lexically rnarked morpheme.'

The perfective

morpheme is represented by a nasal segmen6 and when this nasal occurs in word final
position the finai syliable is realized with stress. In addition, -zhan (seriative) and -win
(dubitative), which end in nasals, aiso aüract stress when they are concatenated word

finaily. However, final syllable stress is not realized in words ending with any consonant.
The foIlowing examples demonstrate the contrat in stress location between words ending

in a sonorant and words ending in an obstruent
(36) (a) nàÙ.wzhc;l

0)naO'rtrod

'1 heard it (seriative)'

'1 heard it'

Words ending in an obstruent d.O not necessarily have final syllable stress but words ending

in a sonorant do. The presence of the nasal in word final position appears

to

contribute

weight to the final syllable which is not contributed by word final obstruents. If syllable
weight is the tngger for h a 1 syllable stress then sonorants are heavy and obstruents are
not.
The weight analysis is very plausible but requires much more data to confkn
whether the sonorant or the perfective morpheme is the trigger for final syiiable stress. The

nasal in both the d a t i v e aspect and dubitative mode could possibly be intapreted as the
perfective morpheme; so it rernains unclear whether the sonorant or the perfective
morpheme is attracting stress.

4.4

CYCLICITY

In nouns, stem fomiative vowels cause a problem in the construction of metrical
grids. For consemative Stoney speakers, stem formative vowels do not realize stress and
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they are not configured in the construction of stress. The problem of memai construction

arises in preventing the stress mark of the stem fomtive vowel h m being meîrifïed
Consider the meaical grid for stem formatives.

*

(29)

*

*)

The stem fomtive mot is monosyllabic so it mggers SBP to project a left bounday. EMP

m e e e s the final element. The result, as expected for regular noms, is word level stress
on the final syilable. For stem formatives this is incorrect The meirical grid metrifies and
projects a head fkom -A, an element that should be rendered invisible to metrical
construction.

The exclusion of the stem formative vowel in constructing the metrical grid a n be
accounted for if stem formation applies in the noncyclic block.

In Stoney, r e m

morphological concatenation occurs in the cyclic bIock. That is, ali morphemes that
contribute to the construction of the metrical grid are concatenated in the cyclic block. The
string of cyclic morphemes are subject to the rnetrid parameters on Line O.

The cyclic

parameters are listed in (30).

(30) Q&

Projet: L

Line O:

Edge: U R

ICC:L

Head: L

Compare the metrical grid constnicted for stem formatives and regular noms in the cyclic
block.
(31) Cyclic
(*

I

cab
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Morphemes which are essentially invisible to stress are concatenated in the noncyclic block

where Line 1 parameters settings apply. Stem formative vowels apply in the noncyclic
block.

(32) Noncvclic

Head: R

Edge: RRR

Line 1:

The structure cfeaîed in the cyclic block is maintained and built upon in the noncyclic block

(33) Noncycïic

*

I

*

*)

*)

The noncyclic rules generate higha level structures h m the Line 1 elements projected in
the cyclic block. Noncyclic metrical construction applies to levels at Line 1 and higher, and
does not 'refer' back to Line O. Therefore, the concatenation of an additional stress bearing

element on Line O has no bearing on the higher level constructions.

That is, the

concatenation of -A in the noncyclic block does not contribute a the computation of stress.

Certain morphemes are systematically excluded fkom the construction of stress
when they apply in the noncyclic block The homophonous -bi morphemes and the stem
foxmative vowel are noncyclic morphernes. They apply in the noncyclic block such that
they cannot conmbute to the configuration of stress.

4.5

There remain a s

EXCEPTIONS

d group of forms which exhibit a stress paüem that is not

predictabIe by the metrical frclmework. The following nouns a l l demonstrate prYnary stress
on the pendtirnate syllable rather than the final syllable.

(c) taxmke

'rawhide'

(d) wtYkga

'sand'

(e) wfyu

'wom'

These exceptions will remain as such uniil more is understood about their individual
component parts. It is very likely that (Na-d) have the sarne metrical structure as the fonns
in (33); that is, the final vowel may be epenthetic. The h a 1 syliable is likely affixed at the

noncyclic layer of the morphology so it does not configure in the constniction of word level
stress. Stress in (344 is a tme exception to the regular stress patterns demonseratecl in the

gramrnar*

The regular stress patterns in Stoney are generated frorn the combination of the

Xterative Constituent Construction Parameter, the Syllable Boundary Projection Parameter

and the Head Location Parameter. In nouns the addition of the Edge Marking Parameter is
required to generate hai syllable stress. The irreguiar stress patterns generated by the stem

formative vowel and the -bi morphemes in nouns are constructed in the noncyclic block
where they do not contribute to the construction of the metrical grid. The complete set of
parameter settings which generate stress in Stoney are provided in (35). The Edge Marking

Parameter is bracketed to signify that it only applies to nouns.
(35) Cyclic

Noncyclic

Line O Projeet L (Edge: LLR)
Line 1

Edge: RRR

ICC:L

Head: L
Head: R

NOTES

Haiie's ICC nile is rewritten h a in d e form
The anaiysis of sonorants as heavy segments was recornrnended by John Archibald,

Linguistics Department at the University of Calgary,

CONCLUSION

The application of Metricai PhonoIogy to Stoney provides a succinct account of the
intricate patterns of stress in both nouns and verbs. The lack of setting for EMP in verbs
provides the change necessary to generate a different pxknitry stress paaan fkom that in

nouns. The change ùi EMP causes a change in the location of the right-most head projected
onto Line 1. In nouns, when EMP delimits the final element into a constitiuent, it Iicenses

the final element to project a head. In verbs, the lack of setting for EMP causes ICC to
delimit the penultimate syllable at the left edge of the constituent where it projects a head.

AU other parameter settings remaui unchanged. The difference in the placement of the
right-most head becomes most evident when Line 1 heads are projecred to mark word level
stress. The Head Marking Parameter for Line 1 is set to project the right-most head onto

Line 1 for both nouns and verbs. In nouns this is the final syllable. In verbs the placement
of the head on Line 2 will Vary between the penult and the final syllable depending on
whether Syliable B o u n d q Rojection has applied in word final position.

The SBP

projects syllable boundaries for lexically marked morphernes ont0 the mearical tier. The
projected boundaries enable the stress mark of the lexically marked morpheme to project a

head. This ensures that all lexicaiiy marked morphemes WU
be realized with stress.

Stoney has three rnorphemes which genaate an unexpected stress pattern. The
homophonous-bi morphemes and the stem foxmative voweI in nouns cause primary stress
to be r e a M on the pendfimate syllable. Within a metrical h e w o r k these patterns can
be predicted. The two separate blocks of the morphological component of the grammar

make a distinction between two types of morphemes. Once aH of the cyclic morphemes
and the Line O parameters have applied then the noncyclic morphemes, -bi and -A,

ine
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concatenated. AU of the stress bearing elements of the cyclic block are configured in the
rnemcal grid More the concatenation of the noncyclic morphemes so noncyclic morphemes

are essentially unable to conaibute to the construction of higher levels in the mepical grid

The concatenation of the stem f o d v e vowel in the noncyclic block generates a
paneni of stress used by consmative Stoney speakers. For nonconservative speakers that

pattern is king replaced by another pattern The stem formative vowel is king reanaiyzed
by Stoney speakers as part of the root, in boîb nouns and verbs. With the stem fomtive

vowel king incurporaîed into the root, the mot becornes bisyllabic rather than
monosyllabic. As a bisyllabic root it no longer iriggers the Syllable Boundary Rojection

Parameter so that the metrical stmcaire is essentially consûucted by ICC and EMP.

niere are a signincant number of similarities in the stress patterns between Morley
Stoney and Alexis Stoney. Most notably primary stress is Ralized on the pendtirnate
syllable in verbs. Although Shaw argues that secondary stress in Morley Stoney is not

generated by an dternating stress pattern, it is interes~gto note that some Morley Stoney
forms can be predicted by the Alexis Stoney metrical structure but are not predictable by the

Dakota Stress Rule.

(1) (a) [~?jik;de~]
(b) [ihnib'itg

'1 was shooting yours'

'We came home' (perf)

In (1) the DSR predicts secondary stress on the second syllable not the fust syllable. The
Dakota Stress Rule cannot adequately predict the stress patterns in forms such as (1). Both
of these f o m are predicted by the metrical parameter settings for Alws Stoney.
(2) Line O:

Line 1:

Roject L

ICC: L
Edge: RRR

Head: L
Head: R

(**(* *

Il l,l

ii) ;fjikudeE
The SBP is triggered by the perfective morpherne in Ahibfk. Projection of a left boundary

creates a single-element constituent which will project a h e d This head is the nght-most
element on Line 1 which will be pmjected onto Line 2 as word level stress. There are no
l e x i d y rnarked morphemes in t$kzule~ that trigger SBP. Secondary stress in both of
these exarnples is clearly the result of a recursive binary structure. ICC consmcts a binary
constituent to the left of the word final constituent in each exarnple. The left-most element
in the initial constituent is projected onto Line 1 where it wiil be phonetically realited as

secondary stress. These Morley Stoney forms. which are exceptions to Shaw's analysis,

are succinctly predicted by a Ulllfied m h c a l structure.
However, there are Morley foms that cannot be generated by the metricd sîrucaire

developed for Alexis Stoney.

(3) (a) [A&]
(b) [&dabi&aë]

'shehe will look at it'
'they will not look at it'

The Alexis Stoney rnetncal structure would predict secondary stress on the initial syhble

rather than the second syllable in (a) and wouid predict secondary stress on the first and

third syiiables in (b). Shaw (1985a) argues that the forms in (3) provide evidence for two
independent stress niles @SR and SSR) applying in opposite directions. The DSR,
however, is not reliable in predicting the secondary stress patterns for Morley Stoney in
other forms. Given the evidence that Morley Stoney does realize multiple stress and does
not consistently observe second sylla~lestress, further analysis of Morley stress patterns in
favor of a unified metrical analysis would likely be productive.

AU of the Stoney groups in Albeaïa have been assumed to share the sarne genetic,
linguistic and cultural systern However, comparative analyses of the ongins, lifestyle and

hguage of the Morley and Alexis people have provided evidence of diversity between the

two communities. Further analysis, investigating Stoney stress, has revdeù subsequent
indications of divergence between the two groups. Alexis and Morley Stoney have
distinctly different patterns of secondary stress that cannot be reconciled by the application

of phonologicd theory. The two communities share strong linguistic and cultliral ties but

the similanties between the Alexis and Morley people can no Ionger be presupposed.
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